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Omaha, Sept. 3.

Washington, D. C, Sept. 3. If the
people believe that the powers that
s
control In Congress are
to admit New Mexico and Arizona to
statehood let them disabuse their
mind immediately on that point and
stare the real facts In face. Up to
the last day Senator Aldrich, who is
quite a power in the Senate, said he
would not consent to the admission
Into the sisterhood of states the territories of New Mexico and Arizona. It
required some of the closest political
work that has been done for many a
day to get the statehood bill passed
by the Senate. Some day, the inside
facts will be given to the people. Suft
fice it to say now, that it was not Intended the bill should become a law at
the last session, and the plans were
set to prevent it. The full intention
was to get the bill Into conference and
then to reach it next winter or never;
and most likely the latter.
And today, the influences that control in the Senate, are praying that
some clause required by the statehood
bill will be omitted, or that some section or clause will be inserted contrary
to the wishes of the Senate which will
give them a semblance of an excuse to
reject the bill next winter. The President, when he signed the statehood
bill stated to the delegates and others
present, that all he had to say was:
"That they go back and see that their
conventions send safe and sane constitutions to him to be signed."
Now it is safe to Infer If the President does not think the constitutions
are "safe and sane," that he will not
recommend favorable action by Congress; that he will not sign; and will
not issue his proclamation admittting
New Mexico and Arizona to statehood.
As stated before, the powers that control In the Senate would be more than
pleased to find some small excuse to
reject both constitutions. Delegates
Cameron and Andrews, and many others that know the .inside facts can
confirm that as the exact and true sit-
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resumed his touT west today leaving Taft left this morning for St. Paul, some situation is likely to result from
Omaha at eight this morning for Sioux Minnesota, where he will deliver an the death yesterday of Frank Tucker,
Falls, where he will speak this even- - address before the national conserva- the LaFollette candidate for attorney
ing. On the way he will make a brief tion congress on Monday morning. 'general. Two other candidates
are
stop at Sioux City, Iowa, to speak to The President has devoted more classed as
Republia mass meeting at the Baseball park. pains and study to his speech than cans, and the LaFollette
campaign
The colonel was made a member of any of his recent addresses and it committee has sent out word to the
even-will
as
stand
the Knights of Ak Sar Ben last
defining accurately and LaFollette precinct leaders to pass the
'
ing and attended a smoker at the finally his position on the great sub- word to the LaFollette men to vote
ihome of the Knights. Two initiates ject of conservation.
for the dead man. It is too late to
were dressed to resemble Speaker Roosevelt will address tine congress change the ballots and the only re-- I
Cannon and Senator La Follette and on the day following.
course of the LaFollette men will be
to elect Tucker in the primary. Then
were placed on trial before the court
Taft Denies Reputed Remark.
of Ak Sar Ben for some unnamed
Washington, Sept. 3. The White the new state committee, which the
crime. They were acquitted but on House today issued tlie following LaFollette men say they will domiCannon passing a roll of stage money statement received by wire from Sec- nate, will select a LaFollette man to
into the jury box the court immedi retary Norton at Beverly, Mass.: "The fill the vacancy. The
this men however, do not believe that the
ately banished Cannon to Kansas and! President sharply repudiates
LaFollette to Rhode Island.
morning's story which appeared in election of a dead man can stand in
It Pays to Advertise.
certain Boston and New York news- the courts.
Sioux City, Sept. 3. Colonel Roose-- j papers to the effect that he had made
velt ispoke to an enormous crowd any comment whatever expressing LARGE PROCEEDS FROM
from a stand erected in the ball j either pleasure or displeasure on the
TERRITORIAL LAND LEASES.
park here this morning. During his new nationalism." This refers to
brief stop here business was practic-- . Colonel Roosevelt's
utterances at Paid Over to Territorial Treasurer
ally suspended, and many thousands Osawatomie.
Today Governor Mills Appoints
from the surrounding country came
Notary.
to the city to see the former Presi-- : SENATOR PENROSE AND
PARTY HAS NARROW ESCAPE.
dent. The Roosevelt train reached j
Governor Mills today appointed Miss
Sioux Falls at 4:30 thi3 afternoon and
Dora Short of Estancla,
Torrance
the Soutli Dakota city has put on gala Surrounded By Forest Fires for Sev- county, a notary public.
eral Days While Hunting in
Territorial Funds.
display in his honor. Roosevelt will
Montana.
be a guest of honor at a banquet at
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
the Cataract hotel this evening.
today received from Land CommisColorado Springs, Colo., Sept. 3.
sioner R. P. Ervien $3,929.29,
Roosevelt Praises Taft.
of territorial land leases
Sioux City, la., Sept. 3 Before an That Senator Penrose, of Pennsylvaand
enormous crowd, Colonel Roosevelt nia, and his brother, Dr. C. B. Pen- $10,016 from the treasurer of Taos
today in the presence of Senator Dol-- rose, of Philadelphia, and Spencer county.
liver and Representative Hubbard, of Penrose of this city, were hemmed in
Iowa, made his first public utterance by forest fli5 in Montana, where CHARLES REYNOLDS
BURIED BY CAVE-IOF WELL.
regarding the administration of Pres- - j they were on a hunting trip and comident Taft. He endorsed the Presi- pelled to spend several days cut off
dent's suggestion for a tariff commis- from the outshide world before they Chas. Reynolds, wheelwright of"Ft.
sion and complimented him upon his won their way through the flames by Bayard, well known citizen of that
negotiations with foreign countires to "back firing," was the news brought section was buried by a well caving in
l on him at his ranch on
Whisky Creek,
bring about tariff agreements. It was . here today by Spencer Penrose,
men were killed by the flames a few miles from Fort Bayard. Shortmade known ihat this commendation
"
of the President was purposely' given near their camp.
ly before the accident he - descended to the bottom of his well, about 45
within the "insurgent" territory and
RECENT CENSUS RETURNS.
feet, to repair a pump. Henry Bliss,
that both Senator Dolliver and Mr.
this assistant, remained on the surface
what
Hubbard knew in advance
The first figures give population in to use the windlass. Reynolds had
Roosevelt was to say, and what he
said, although they had not consulted 1910, the following in 1900, and the been working about half an hour,
when Bliss suddenly realized that the
He also praised last the percentage of increase.
among themselves.
Atlanta, Ga 154,839, 89,872, 72.3. ground was caving in and hurried off.
Congressman Martin, of South Da-- ;
Battle Creek, Mich., 25.267, 18,563, The ground caved badly and wrecked
kota. "He also is a man who absothe windmill,
36.1.
covering
on
stood
Reynolds
me
every
point
by
lutely
with several feet of earth. Frank
throughout my term," said Colonel j Boone, la., 10,354, 8.8S0, 16.7.
Buffalo, N. Y., 423,715, 352387, 20.2. Eaton, who ranches nearby, was callRoosevelt, "and with whom I am able
Connellsville, Pa., 12,845, 7,160, 79.4. ed as he was passing and at once noto work in hearty sympathy for every
tified the people at Fort Bayard, who
Danville, 111., 27,871, 16,354, 7.04.
of
these
All
three
progressive policy.
are endeavoring to dig the buried
59.4.
Colo.,
133,859,
213,381,
Denver,
without
stood
men
hitching. Perhaps,
Detroit, Mioh., 465,766, 285,704, 63.0. man out. He had a wife and one son.
that simile suits South Dakota better
East Orange, N. J., 34,371, 21,506, He had resided several years in this
than Iowa, where I should say they 59.8.
section. He was finally dug out and
never kicked over the pail. I am
is none the worse today for the mis194.2.
Mich.,
13,103,
38,550;
Flint,
with
the
what
particularly pleased
hap.
24.8.
Mich.,
25,180,
31,433,
Jackson,
President said in his last letter on the
39,437, 24,494, 61.6
Mich,
Kalamazoo,
said
a
tariff
commission,"
of
subject
COLORADO WILL TRY THE
Mobile, Ala., 51,521, 38,469, 33.9.
"I am glad the
Colonel Roosevelt.
INITIATIVE AND REFERENDUM.
Paterson, N. J., 125,600, 105,171,
country seems now to have definitely
Denver, Sept. 3. Governor Shafroth
awakened to the idea that a tariff com- 19.4.
St. Louis, Mo., 687,029, 575,238, 19.4. late yesterday signed the initiative
mission offers the only solution of the
Sioux City, la., 47,828, 33,111, 44.4. and referendum bill passed by the
problem, which is both rational and
Toledo, O., 168,497, 131,822, 27.8.
special session of the legislature. As
insures the absence of jobbers. The
Waterbury, Conn., 73,141, 45,859, the bill carried an emergency clause
President from the beginning has ad59.5.
it is now the law of the state.
vocated this commission."
"It was only by a bitter fight that
the friends of the commission idea in
the Senate and House got the provis-- :
ion through. It is not yet in satisfactory shape. , The commission itself
should be enlarged, and its powers
E HAPPY: TELEGRAPH POLES
greatly enlarged and defined." There
was great demonstration as Mr.
Roosevelt proceeded with remarks.
i

Bill in Equity to Set Aside a Closed
Shop Agreement Affecting St.
Louis Factory.
St. Louis, Sept. 3. C. W. Post of
Battle Creek, Michigan, today filed in
the United States circuit court a petition against the American Federation
of Labor and the Bucks Stove and
Range Company of St. Louis, to re
strain the officers of the latter from
carrying out the alleged tentative
agreement with officers of the former to make the St. Louis institution
a closed Bhop. The case Is a suit in
equity and includes among its defend
ants, Samuel Gompers, president,
John Mitdhell, vice president, and
Frank Morrison, secretary, and other
officers of the Federation and some
fifty others prominently identified
with union labor in America.

THE HOBBLE

Mass.,

-

She Trips While Descending Stairways From Dressing Room and
Is Fatally Injured.
New York, Sept.
3. The hobble
skirt has claimed another victim. Miss
Mariam Stone, a girl In her teens
and a member of a theatrical company, stumbled while descending the
stairs leading from her dressing room
last night and fell nearly tine entire
length of the stairs, striking on her
head. Her recovery is doubtful

t
ID

Opposed to Referendum.
Ariz., Sept. 3. Refuting
statements of the Democratic newspapers of Arizona that his warning , to
Arizonians
and New Mexicans at
Pueblo, Colorado, against the danger
of an ironclad constitution and "designing corporation attorneys" was a
declaration in favor of the initiative
and referendum. Mr. Roosevelt, in--a
message to Sims Ely, of Phoenix,
Roosevelt
Tucson,

says:

"It
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Hinojos Will Be Star Soloist
tion Sent Letters to Central
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Ad-- j

Following.
Colonel Roosevelt

ELECTION GOMPERS

1

Now It is up to the people of Arizona and New Mexico to say whether
they want statehood now or to wait
for another twenty or more years. It
would be a comedy, if it was not likely to be a tragedy, to hear some people talk about their large populations,
their great resources, their constitutional and other rights. The people of
a territory do not vote for President;
they have no representation in the
Senate; their delegate has no vote
even in the House nor in committees.
The Senate gives the territories such
consideration as it pleases and no
more, and sneers at the "claims."
Take Oklahoma and Indian' Territories. With the people protesting,
Congress put them together as one
state; lapped prohibition in the bargain and said: "You sixteen hundred
thousand people take that or stay out
as territories." It was a bitter pill,
but was accepted rather than remain
'
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Wedding Bells WU1 Ring for Many Missing and Those Who
Them Next February Accord- Escaped Drowning Died of
impossible that such
f
Hunger.
ing to Report.
can De piacea on my
,

is utterly
a construction
speech. The speech speaks for itself
just as clearly as it is in my power London, Sept. 3. Miss Gladys
to speak."
Kerens of St. Louis, the . youngest
daughter of Richard C. Kerens, am- UPRISING IN NUEVA
'
at Vienna, and George Ham-- j
V1SCAYA HAS COLLAPSED. bassador
ilton Colket of Philadelphia, were mar
Simeon Mandac, Former Governor of ried at noon today, at the church of
St. John, the Evangelist, at Herons
I locos
Norte 'is Seized By People
of Province.
jGhyl In Sussex.
Manila, Sept. 3. The uprising in Dowager Queen Withdraws Opposition
Nueva Viscaya led by Simeon ManParis, Sept. 3. Miss Katherine Elk-in- s
and Mrs. R. R. Hitt, returned to
dac, former governor of Ilocos Norte,
Circumcollapsed today wnen Mandac who Paris from London today.
had been seized by the people of the stantial press reports published her
province among whom he had sought as well as in Rome are tihat Miss Elk-in- s
to stir up trouble, was turned over
and the Duke of Abbruzzi will be
to the constabulary.
Mandac's force married in February, the opposition
had dwindled to two hundred poorly of Dowager Queen Margherita having
armed men.
been abandoned.

I

Victoria, B. C, Sept. 3. More than
hundred lives were lost in
the Japanese floods, according to advices brought here by the Kamakuru
Maru yesterday, in addition to several
hundred missing. The scenes In central Japan are unparalelled for misery
and desolation. In the Senju district
many persons who climbed telegraph
poles to escape the floods starved to
thirty-fou- r

death.
PHILADELPHIA NOT GROWING AS RAPIDLY AS NEW' YORK

New York, Sept. 3. Tomorrow will
be observed in the churches throughout the United States as "Labor Sun
day." The ministerial associations of
fcb
cities will devote the day to sermons on some phase of the labor question. At many of the services, the
various labor organizations will attend
in a body.
Samuel Gompers, president of the American Federation of
Labor, has sent letters to six hundred
central labor bodies in America
them to appoint committees
to
with the clergy.

THREE INJURED IN ACCIDENT NEAR BUCKMAN.
Frightened Mules Back Surrey and
Occupants Over a Bridge On
Way to Cliff Dwellings.

The ' holy and wholesome thought"
of praying for the dead has been emphasized for centuries, and the care
of the graves of the departed dear
ones of this life is also considered by
civilized nations a fitting tribute to
those who are no longer able to ask
our remembrance.
Near this city is the Rosario cemetery which is 'hallowed by memories
sacred to many a Tesident here 'and
is the romantic location of the Rosario chapel where Don Diego De Vargas carried out his vow to the Blessed Virgin.
This cemetery needs to be beautified and the ladies of the Cathedral
have aranged to give a concert for
the Rosario Cemetery Fund Monday
night. It will be at the Elks' theater,
with the assistance of that theater's
manager, Michael Stanton.
Many of the ladles and their chil
dren have worked very hard to sell
tickets and make the affair a success
and the seat sale now is on at Fischer's drug store.
The concert will be a memorable
one because of the appearance
of
Miss Hinojos, a young lady who had
a really wonderful soprano voice, according to musicians wno have heard
her. She conieg of a musical family,
flier father being the organist at the

While on their way to the cliff
dwellings at Rito de Ios Frljoles, a
party of Santa B'eans were crossing a
wooden bridge near Buckman just af
noon yesterday, when the mules shied
at a rock that had been placed in a
hole in the bridge, and springing
backward threw themselves, the surrey
and occupants into the rocky, river
bed, a distance of ten to twelve feet
below, shaking up seven people, and
severely bruising and shocking three.
Cathedral.
The injured are:

Mrs. L. I. Bailey, of Emporia, Kan.,
The Miserere.
There wi'l be one very appropriate
daughter of Mrs. W. B. Sloan of this
city. Bruised by the fall on stones selection sung by Miss Hinojos. It,
about the face, hands and body. Suf- is the Miserere from Verdi's opra, II
fering from shock. Brought home on Trovatore. Certain it Is that this
a cot in the express car of D. & R. G. number, with all its sadness, will ap'
peal to any who have lost dear ones
yesterday afternoon.
Mrs. W. B. Sloan, of this city. Bruis- by the hand of the unrelenting Grim
ed severely about face and arms and Reaper. Certain it is that no number
could be more suitable for such an
'
shocked.
.
.
Miss Ruth Bailey, eleven year old occasion, considering that the ob
ject of the concert is for the beautifl- daughter of Mrs. L., I. Bailey. Bruis- cation of the graves of the dead.
ed on back, arms andjhead.
The Catholic church Indeed, does
Escaped. Injury.
more emphasis on praying for the
lay
These escaped serious bruises or souls
of the departed than showing
Injuries:
honor by expensive tombstones to the
J. Bert Sloan, assistant weather obresting place of their ashes. But
server of Santa Fe.
there is a very pitiful psalm sung by
Mrs. Byrd, Jr., a visitor In this city.
the church particularly in the month
Warren Bailey, aged 14, son of Mrs.
of November dedicated to the poor
I,. I. Bailey, of Emporia, Kan.
souls in which they say "Miseremini
Dilman KInsell, aged 17, of Santa
mel, miseremini mei, saltern vos,
Fe, who was driving the mules when amid
mei," (Have pity on me, have
accident occurred.
on me, at least you, my friends.)
pity
Physician is Called.
And this pity is expressable not only
Shortly after the accident happened by prayer, but by an occasional visit
and when friends and relatives of to
the grave of the dead friend, and
Mrs. L. I. Bailey feared that she was
the grass green around that
keeping
fatally injured, a courier was sent grave as the memory Is held sacred.
ahead and caught up with the party of
It is a noticeable fact, deplorable InBronson Cutting which was on its way
deed, that in too many cemeteries ot
to the cliff dwellings.
In the party the land,
including Catholic cemewere Dr. J. A. Massie, Edgar L.
teries, there are palpable signs of negHewett, and others. Dr. Massie and lect of the very
injunction of the
Mr. Hewett returned with their driver
Mother Church to remember all our
to the scene of the accident and the
dead friends.
physician examined the injured and
Those who will aid the concert Monfound that no bones were broken. He
night, therefore will be doing a
day
recommended
be
that they
brought
work, and it Is hoped some day
good
hack to Santa Fe as soon as possible.
not only will the cemetery be
that
As he could not render any further
beautified but that a row of trees will
assistance Dr. Massie, Mr. Hewett and be
planted leading to this spot, sacred,
their driver returned to their carromantic.
historic,
riage and continued the trip to the
The Program.
canon. They arrived at the canon
The following is the Jjrogram for
without accident according to' reports
the concert Monday night:'-- . ;.
received here today.
Selection by Morrison's orchestra of
Mrs. Bailey was placed on a cot and
seven
pieces.
brought back to Santa Fe with other
"Miserere" from II Trovatore. Sung
members of the party on the D. & R.
by Miss Hinojos and A. J. Teare, Mrs.
G. train which arrived at Buckman at
Bean,
accompanist.
2 p. m.
She and the other injured
"As the Moon Arose" Recitation
persons are reported as resting easy
by Miss Morrison.
today, but they have bruises that will
Jewel Song from Faust, by Miss
require some time to heal.
.
Hinojos.
Other Party Safe.
Moving pictures.
The members of the party that pre"The Garden of Love" a specialty
ceded the surrey that tipped over the j
under the direction of Mrs. R.
given
bridge, are reported uninjured. They L. Baca by Misses Ramona Baca,
got across the bridge without any mis- Anita Baca, Frances Hinojos, Genehap and were waiting on the other vieve Morrison and Messrs. Stevenside of the Rio Grande for their comson, Miller, Van Vliet and Loomis.
panions who figured in the accident. In
The curtain will rise at 8 o'clock.
the party that crossed the river In
safety were Mrs. Byrd, Mrs. Patter- PERFECT WEATHER FOR
son, Miss Maud Hancock, Miss Stella
FIRST AVIATION MEET DAY.)
Sloan, Miss Pauline KInsell, Mr.
Splvey, and their driver whose first Notable Gathering of Aeronauts at
name Is Ambrosio.
Contest, MasDescribes Accident.
sachusetts.
A member of the party that went
overboard when the mules began to
Atlantic, Mass., Sept. 3. With pershy In speaking of the accident said: fect weather prevailing the Boston- "It might have been averted had Harvard aero meeting of ten days, op- there been rails on the bridge. The j ened today with some of the best avmules shied at a big, glittering rock, iators in this country and Europe par- that had been pushed to fill a hole jticipating. Claude Graham ' White of
in the planking, and there was no get- England made the' first flight of the
ting them forward. Dilman Kinsell, day, circling the field three times at
who had gone in the first surrey had a height of about one hundred feet.
joined our party before we reached The distance of six miles time was
!
made in seven minutes and seven and
s
seconds.
(Continued on Paee Eight- Boston-Harvar-

I

Washington, D. C, Sept. . 3. The
population of Philadelphia is L549.008,
an increase of 255,311 or 19.76 per
cent over 1900.
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THE DAILY

Old Wheat

PLEA.
Give me a constitution, Sires,
Of Sinew, flesh and bone
That I may throw away my crutch
And go my way alone;
Nor put a bandage on mine eyes,
Nor hobbles on my feet
To lose me on the shining trail
And trip me in the street.

Four

Jersey Cream
Pansy
Bobolink

Put in my lands a grip of steel
That on my strength alone
lean to win and keep and hold
My own, my very own,
Put in my lips the voice of thought
That every puny whine
That rises to the doubts of men
May never rise to mine.

ariety;fresh yeast

auq

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
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ALL
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atches, Clocks
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OtamoiKls,

vv

China, Novelties.
Lea ther and Leather Ebony
Goods.
WUFACTURER

S. Spitz

JEWELER

TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER
EVERY DESCRIPTION

Of

WORK

IN OUR LINE DONE TO ORDER

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining'
ufurs and bides for rags and robes

Highest prices paid lor rawlursof all kinds

F. GORMLEY
FRANK
GENERAL MERCHANDISE

PHONE 1Q
BLACK 1

SANTA FE, N, M,

A"tC CANON
tOO
ROAD

MULLIGAN & RISING
SUCCESSORS TO
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D. MULLIGAN

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
FUNFRAL DIRECTORS
daJhon,.?ht 130
PICTURE

FRAMING
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RED

163

TASTEFULLY
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PALAOE
AVE

SATISFACTORILY

DONE.

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
All hinds of Garden and Field Seeds.
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SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

FloiUaj,

I
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LCU

ULUVl
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Gram, Potatoes,

Salt and SeeSs

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.
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HACK SERVICE

UP.

A CONSTITUTION

Imperial

f

ROUND

SATISFACTION

corrick--

s

ZlL

ASSURED

hack line s.Vo,
Baggies and Saddle Horses

Put in my heart the throb of hearts
That count the deeds of man
Of Morse and Fulton, with the dreams
Of Jupiter and Pan;
Nor bind nie to the vulture-- rock
s

Where every beak may prod
The golden treasure of my veins
That fill for man and God.

Put in mine ears the call of hope,
The clink and hammer-bloOf trip and winding drum above
And sledge and drill below;
The hiss of stream and hum of wheel
In factory and mill,
The low of cattle on the range
And sheep upon the hill.
Give me a constitution, Sires,
The brightest of the strong,
And let me throw away the crutch
That I have carried long;
Nor put a hobble on my feet,
Nor goggles on ray eyes-G- ive
me the freedom of the earth,
The wisdom of the skies!
(ANONYMOUS.)
House StrucK Dy Lightning Lightning struck and partly demolished the
residence of Mrs. C. V. Preston, one
mile north of Las Vegas. The four
persons in the house escaped injury.
Two Sheds Destroyed by Fire At
Las Vegas yesterday afternoon, coal
and wood sheds belonging to Mrs. J.
H. Ward and R. Studebaker were destroyed by fire. The loss is $200.
Boy Run Over By Carriage Night
before last, a boy whose name could
not be ascertained, was pitched out of
his carriage on Montezuma avenue
and fell under the wheel which passed
over his head without apparently Injuring him seriously.
Four Boys Arrested Four hoys
were arrested at Albuquerque yesterfrom a
day for stealing paperbags
store and then selling them again to
the storekeeper. The boys are Clarence Dragoie and a younger brother,
Roy Busch and a boy named Converse.
The enEngagement Announced
gagement of Miss Adelina Montoya,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs; Jose M.
Montoya and Timoteo Baca, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Juan Rey Baca, of Baca-villSocorro county, is announced.
The wedding will take place on Sep-

tember

22.

It's a pity when sick ones drug the
stomach or stimulate the Heart and
Kidneys. That is all wrong! A weak
means
weak Stomach
Stomach,
nerves, always. And this is also true
of the Heart and Kidneys. The weak
nerves are instead crying out for help.
This explains why Er. Shoop's Restorative is promptly helping Stomach,
Heart and Kidney ailments. The Restorative reaches out for the actual
cause of these ailments the failing
"inside nerves." Anyway test the Restorative 48 hours. It won't cure so
soon as that, but you will surely know
that help is coming. Sold by The Capital Pharmacy.
Marriage Licenses Granted At Las
Vegas yesterday the following marriage licenses were granted: Vera
C. Gehring and Earl A. Norton, East
Las Vegas; Cenaida Urioste and David Marquez, Canon de Aguilar; Adela
Martinez, Las Vegas, and Candelario
E. Gallegos, El Porvenir.
How's This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
ward for any case ot Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Ore.
F. J. CHENEY,
CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
J. Cheney for the last 15 yes
and believe him perfectly honorable In all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by hiB firm.
WALDING, KINN & MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
ll's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, noting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 conts
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills foi
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"For over nine years I suffered with chronic
constipation and during this time I had to take
an injection of warn:' water once every 34 hours
before I could have an action on my bowels.
Happily I tried Cascarets, and today I am a well
man. During the nine years before I used
Cascarets I suffered untold misery with internal
piles. Thanks to you. I am free from all that
this morning. You can nse this in behalf of
suffering humanity. B. F. Fisher, Roanoke, I1L
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taste Good.
Do Good. Never Sicken.Weaken or Gripe.
10c, 25c, 50c. Never sold In bulk. The genuine tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
cure or your money back.
930
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WE STILL HAVE LEFT
A great many Bargains

in Summer Goods of
every description. - - - -

TOPICS

forecast is generally

3, 1910.

THESE

The

fair

to-

night and Sunday with station-

ary temperature.
Born To Mr. and Mrs.
Jack
Knowles, at the Cash Kntry mine, fifteen miles south of Santa Fe, twin
girls. They will receive the names of
Jack and Jill.
Big Change of Program at the Elks'
tomorrow night. All subjects good
ones. Prices always 10 and 15 cents.
Maximum Was 80 The maximum
temperature yesterday was 80 degrees
and the minimum was 52. The average relative humidity for the day was
only 50 per cent, the minimum having
been but 28 per cent at 6 p. m. The
temperature at 6 o'clock this morning
was 55 degrees.
Go Where the Crowd Goes that's to
the Elks'. Our machine the best
Pictures always
money can buy.
good.
School Opens Monday The public
schools will open next Monday morning, September 5th at 9 o'clock for one
hour. This will be a very important
hour as books, seats and classes will
be arranged at that time. It will be
to the advantage of all pupils to be
promptly on time. It is to be hoped
that parents will teel a responsibility
in this and see that their children are
ready for the opening. The interest
shown at the start is indicative of the
interest to be shown during the term.
It costs just as much to the city when
the children are absent as it does
when they are present and some times
a great deal more, So let every one
start right and it will not be so hard
to keep right.

i

Don't Delay

MUST
RESOLD

Buy Now While we have
a good

assortment.

I

IFOR

HALF
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DRY GOODS
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(Continued on Page Eight.)
NEW MEXICO'S

POLITICAL PASTURES
A Carlsbad
correspondent writes:
The Republican convention adjourned
without naming candidates for delegates to the constitutional convention.
Much to the disappointment of the
rank and file of the Republicans and
others who had looked forward to helping to elect men like A. N. Pratt and
The
C. H. McLenathen as delegates.
sentiment in the county generally is
favorable to sending men who have
grown up with the country. The time,
however Is so short that it would not
be possible for any candidate at this
time to conduct a proper campaign.
This leaves only the Democratic and
Soclialistist candidates for the electors to select from on election day in
Eddy county.
r

t

MEETING AT CERRILLOS.
Special to the New Mexican.
Cerrillos, N. M., Sept. 3. R. H.
Hanna and Interpreter Juan Ortiz of
Santa Fe addressed some people at
this place last night in behalf of the
Democratic
ticket. The initiative
and referendum and recall were ex
pounded and the speaker promised the
that
audience ideal
will leave no room for
and corrupt legislation, because of the
power of the recall by which any office holder can be jerked back into
private life. He also asserted that all
these special elections would cause
no expense to the public except that
involved in printing circulars and
mailing them to each and every voter
in the county. The lawyer element in
the Republican party came in for a
good roasting and so did the
bosses who have managed affairs 25
years. To those in the audience who
and Eng
understood both Spanish
lish, Interpreter Ortiz gave cause for
considerable amusement, his way of
calling the people "Pueblos" and Ihis
literal translation of the English into
Spanish gave the verbs a queer jolt
and place that would probably have
surprised" the speaker could he have
understood the translation. It is no
wonder that several Democrats after
the meeting declared they would vote
the Republican ticket on next

There'll be no Guess Work When You Buy Your Hardware From Us.
Know Which Brands Will Stand the Hard Wear.
When You Need Anything in Hardware, From a
Carpent Tack Up,
Come to Us. You'll Find it In Our Store.
We Do Business on the Square.
j

...We

1 lou. Kit'.

lmBSM

W?OD-DAVI- 5

Hardware

Goal

We have
-it.

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL
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YANKEE
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CERRILLOS

Smithicg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

ontezuma avenue
T.4 8.F. Depot.

Telephone

14.

Wood

Anthracite Coal al Sizes,
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Ko.

Steam Coal.
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Telephone

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
As a Protection lor yourself demand anAbstract-- lo
youiknow whether
you have an absolute title to. the property which vou bow own?
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and "WE SERVE YOU RIGHT"

ZQdk's Pharmacy
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" It is to vour advantaae to trade here. We make
A
,
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th rlim that we sell better floods than anv one
else, tor we otter you the best grades in all our lines that is possible to produce
"OUR GOODS ARE RIGHT"
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DON'T WAIT.

property belonging to said company
and on the 30th day of January, 1908,
Take Advantage of a Santa Fe
one W. A. Brown, the agent and repNew Mexico Military Institute
zen's Experience Before it's
resentative of appellee, as receiver,
Too Late.
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO,
in said cause, tendered to the said
IN
"The West Point of the Southwest."
When the back begins to ache,
O'Neill the sum cf $2im for and on acV
Don't wait until backache becomes
count of the annual assessment work
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Is
done for the "Albany" and "Santiago"
chronic;
Army Inspectors BANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
; ijv-- r
! jL,
Till serious kidney troubles
"A."
Agent Cannot Take Advantage of His Position and Frau- mining claims, and further alleged
that appellant in the early part of
Through Academic course, preparing young
to
Claims
Title
Obtain
Mining
dulently
Belonging to
Till urinary troubles destroy night's
December, 1907, commenced to do the
men for college or for business life. Great
'A- -r
r.
U
rest
His Principal.
annual assessment work upon the
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
Profit by a Santa Fe citizen's
"Santiago" and "Albany" mining
of any Military School In the Union. Located
claims and If the $100 worth of work
said appellee was appointed
oq the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
Syllabus.
special had not been comnleted on h 1st
Lino Romero, Palace Ave., Santa Fe,
1.
an
The attempt of
agent employ- nmnici , bhiu saie was advertised xo day ()f Tannarv IflOS thai ar.nollanf
spot of the West !.t an e'evatlon of 1,700
N. M., says: "I know that Doan's
wo.-assessment
feet above sea level, sunshine everv day, bet
do
to
the
ed
annual
claims
lUB
"
oi April. continued to nerform th work'
i'""
Kidney Pills live up to the
.
on a mining claim, after failure or mAn
,'"
Ittle rain or snow during session.
j
01 uie COUrT. said
itvuf at .itut? Liumt uuur
made for them. If I were not confident
until
at
mining claims,
least $100
to do such work, house in Santa Fe
intentional
Eleven OfIicers;and Instructors, all graduM.
neglect
N.
v
never
The
been
could
have
I
county,
this
orth of work had been done.
fact,
of
to relocate the claim even though such plaintiff and appellant prayed for an
ates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
Induced to give this remedy my enDefendant and appellee further alin the
injunction enjoining and restraining ii jed fraud and conspiracy on the
dorsement. There was a dull ache In attempted relocation is made
buildings, thoroughly furnished, beaiol, light
from whom the said F. J. Otero, as such special
ed and modern lp all respects.
of the sail O'Neill and a combinathe small of my back that bothered name of a third party
!:irt
title
obtains
by master, from offering for sale and tion
REGENTS
me and at times I was obliged to lay agent subsequent
E. A. Cahoon, President; W
entered into between appellant
his principal.
from selling the said six mining and DeLallo Bros, and denied
oft from work for two or three days. deed, is fraud upon
Q, Hamllroa, Vice Preslder.;; J. Phelps White,
the
that
2. One who takes advantage of his claims and from in any manner interDoan's Kidney Pills brought me enappellant was entitled to an injuncTreasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
2'T-:tire relief, and the few slight attacks position as agent and representative fering with or disturbing appellant tion.
3
A Flolay
1
of backache I have had since then of another and thereby fraudulently in his quiet and peaceable possession
of tV. nioiion to
1'pon the
For particulars and Illustrated racaiogue
mining claims of said premises, under and ly virture dissolve the hearing
have quickly yielded to this remedy." obtains title to certain
temporary injunction, the
address
conscience
and
which
in
good
equity
of the location thereof made by the court continued the injunction until
Mr. Romero gave the above testiCOL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
will be charg- said
Joseph DeLallo, who had convey- the final hearing of the case and theremonial in January, 1907, and when belong to his principal,
maleficio
ex
trustee
ed
as
a
in
Superintendent
Michael
same
equity
the
to
ed
said:
appelO'Neill,
he
1909,
after appellant Hied a reply to the
interviewed on June 26,
answer denying in general all the new
lant, by deed March 16, 190S.
"I can speak as highly of Doan's Kid- of his principal.
Statement of the Case.
Attached to the complaint is a copy matter set up by appellee and
ney Pills as when I publicly endorsed
On the 6th day of April appellant of the location notices filed by Dedenied that he had performed
them two and a half years ago. This
remedy always gives benefit when I filed suit against F. J. Otero, as spec- Lallo and the deed from DeLallo to iny work upon said six mining claims
ial master, and alleged that on the 1st appellant. Upon the filing of said on account of annual assessment work
use it."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 day of January, 1908, in the county of complaint, a testimony writ of injunc- for the year 1907.
Co., Buffalo, Santa Fe, one Joseph DeLallo, a nat- - tion was Issued and made returnable
cents.
Defendant and appellee was permitNew York, sole agents for the United uralized citizen of the United States on the 12th day of April, 1909.
ted by the court to amend his answer
discovered and located certain miner
States.
The defendant and appellee filed an and alleged and charged that apellant,
Remember the name Doan's and al lands in the Los Cerrillos Mining answer to said complaint on the 10th Michael O'Neill, acting as the agent of
under
N.
M.,
Fe
Santa
county,
district,
take no other.
day of April, 1909, and denied each the Consolidated Mining & Smelting
the name of the "Square Deal," and every material allegation in said Company, wrongfully,
TO
wilfully and
"Gold Coin" and "Zinc Blend."
.
:, nil oln,) UUUI SiiiU
with reference to f VA H O tl 1 V wm.v;u
complaint
alleged
UULU
Rebound When excellent. worK can "York,"
toe The complaint then sets forth the the location of said premises by Jos- pany and its agent and representabe done right at home. Con-jl- t
amount and character of work done eph DeLallo and denied that the an
New Mexican Bindery.
tive, W. A. Brown, the fact that the
upon said four mining claims.
nual assessment work upon said six said annual assessment work upon
On the 16th day of March, 1909, Jos mining claims, owned ny tne uonson- S:iirl civ m i n i n or .laiinn
I.nn Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells
Safe Medicine for Children.
DeLallo, as locator of said mining dated Mining & Smeltln
Company, done for the year 1907, and thereafter
eph
and
a
safe
Is
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS,
and
Tar
Foley's Honey
claims, conveyed the same to Michael had not been done and pertormed for combined and fradulently conspired
effective medicine for children as it O'Neill, the appellant in this cause. the
MONEY ORDERS,
MONEY ORDERS.
year 1907, and denied that the said with Thomas DeLallo and Joseph
does not contain opiates or harmful The complaint then alleged that F. J.
was on the 1st day of January, Lallo, or one or both of them, and
the
Get
Foley's
genuine
only
drugs.
Otero, special master and appellee, 1908, subject to location or that the procured them to relocate said six Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
Honey and Tar In the yellow package. was on the 7th day of January, lyua, saili corporation had forfeited
or mining claims in the names of the
and 'all
Countries.
.
The Capital Pharmacy.
"Square Deal." "York." "Onlri fnin"
appointed special master in a certain aDandoned said mining claims.
tne
REMITTANCES
aistnct
BY
cause then pending in
Tni appeiiee admitted that he was and "Zinc Blend" for the purpose of
If you want anything on eartn trj court for Santa Fe county, wherein appointed special master in that cer- - defrauding and defeating the title of
a New Mexican Want Ad
Thomas K. u. Maamson was piamuu tain suit brought by Thomas K. D. said company to the same; and
as plaintiff, against the fondant further alleged that the said
and the Consolidated Mining & Smelting Company was defendant and as Consolidated Mining & Smelting Com Michael O'Neill, aiielant, in order
such special master, appellee was au pany, as defendant, and alleged that to wrongfully and fraudulently dethorized to sell at public auction cer-- ; under and by virtue of the decree and ceive the said company and its repres
tain lands, mining claims and prem- - tQe onjer appointing him, he was
sentative, W. A. Brown, falsely represented to said Brown that he had perbelonging to the defendant corpor-- thorized and directed to sell and
Mining & pose of at public auction the
the Consolidated
formed the annual assessment work
Company, and among the erty jn sajd decree described which upon said six mining claims, as rebasket leaves Monday Tuesday
which said special master belonged to the Consolidated Mining quired by law for the year 1907, and
Return Thursday and Friday. property
was directed to sell were the follow & Smelting Company and further ad- defendant by way of cross complaint
AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop ing mining claims: "Tom Paine,' mitted that included in the advertise- - alleged that the said Michael O'Neill
"Golden Eagle," "Sukie," "Sukie, Jr.," ment that was then being published in did on the 5th day of August, 1907,
Mrs.FO. BROWN Agent
mining the Santa Fe New Mexican was the agree to and with W. A. Brown, the
"Albany" and "Santiago"
claims also situate in the Los Cerril- said "Tom Paine," "Golden Eagle," agent and representative of the ConPhone No. 23 Red
los Mining district in said county of "Sukie," "Sukie.Jr.," mining claims solidated Mining & Smelting
Comin
Santa Fe; that said six mining claims and also the "Albany" and "Santiago" pany, that he would do the annual
were valid and existing mining claims mining claims, and defendant denied assessment work upon said six minHACK
containing an area of 300 to 1500 that the said six mining claims, above ing claims for the year 1907 and was
feet surface ground and had been lo- - menti0ned, were abandoned by the to receive te sum of $100 for the work
From
cated many years prior thereto; said owner thereof during the year 1907, done upon each of said claims, making
TAOS complaint then alleged that during the Dy failure to do the annual assessment a total of $000, and defendant further
BARRANCA
work required by the laws of the Unit-wor- alleged that whether or not the said
Boa Caspar Avenui
Meets Both North South year 1907, the annual ofassessment
$100 upon ed gtates and the territory of New appellant did
or
the
expenditure
actually do the annual
Bounds Trains.
not
was
each of said mining claims
Mexico, and denied that on the 1st assessment work upon said six mining
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot done or performed, and by reason of day, of January, 1908, the ground
claims according to the contract and
the north bound train and arrives at
failure to cause to be done $100 ered by six mining claims, last above agreement, that after the 1st day of
'
Taos at 7 p. m.
THE
worth of work, the said six mining named, was public domain and sub- January,' 1908, and after the said JosE.
CO
Ten miles shorter than any other claims, last above mentioned, became
ject to location by any person or per-an- eph DeLallo had pretended to reloway. Good covered hack and good
were abandoned and forfeited and sons authorized under the mining cate said six mining claims, the said
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
reverted to the United States, and on laws of the united States to explore, Michael O'Neill, caused to be done at
teams.
a
became
part discover and locate mineral lands; least $100 worth of work upon each
Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
TtiLn dcnats Ilailn Fas the 1st day of January
l
mineral and gaid defendant and appellee furth-land- s of said mining claims owned by the
of the public unoccupied
under ditch, $40 00 to 75.00 per acre, under cultivation
saxxg-eCorafbxtacl
and subject to location by any er denied that the said Joseph
Consolidated Mining & Smelting Comand highly improved, $60.00 to $175.00 per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.
or persons qualified under the '
Trip
dld 0n the 1st day of January, pany, although he claimed that the
1908i discover and locate said four work was done on behalf of Joseph
mining laws to locate mining claims,
lo-Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
and that the said Joseph DeLallo
mining claims, called the "Square DeLallo upon the claims so claimed to
We are prepared to locate settlers on gov- RANOHKS,
RANCHES,
cated the ground covered by the six DeaV' "York," "Gold Coin" and "iZnc have been relocated by him, and deLARGK
ernment land. We have Irrigation enter- LARGE
above
mentioned,
Blend."
AND
AND
fendant alleges that by virtue of the
mining claims, last
prises, needing capital. Moneyed men are
:
:
us.
;
to
SMALL.
SMALL
with
Invited
adcorrespond
in the names of the "Square Deal,"
fraud, combination and conspiracy beAppellee admitted that he had
NEW
IF YOU NEED ANYTHING IN
MEXICO, LET US HEAR FROM YOU,
"York," "Gold Coin" and "Zinc Blend" vertised the said six mining claims for tween the said O'Neill and the DeFor 19 year
only
mining claims, each of said claims sale, together with other property, Lallo Bros, that the said appellant
containing an area of 600 by 1500 feet and that it was his intention to sell should be decreed a trustee to hava
first class tonsorial parlor
surface ground.
NEAT
the same at public auction on the 14th done the work for the use and benefit
in Santa Fe.1
It was further alleged that the said day of April, 1909, together with all of the mining company for the year
four claims, last above mentioned, cov- imnrovements thereon. He likewise 1907, and the defendant further alleg
OUR NEW FITCH
ered practically the surface ground admitted that if the said sale took ed that the appellant when he acquirTREATMENT
ana the court approved the ed title to said property in March,
that was covered and claimed under
is guaranteed to cure, (not only the six mining claims, owned and pace
same. that ne would convey to the pur- - 1909, by receiving a deed from Joseph
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair & claimed by the Consolidated Mining c,aser thereof the property described DeLallo, did so with full knowledge of
r
other scalp irritations. We also & Smelting Company. Said plaintiff ln said notice of sale, and said
all the equities and rights of the Con
admitted that unless restrained solidated Mining & Smelting Company
alleged that the said F. carry a complete line of all the
popular hair and facial tonics. Otero, as special master, had advertis- by the court he would at the time and in and to the same, and defendant
set prayed that the pretended location noHERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & HTCH ed said six mining claims, together pace ln sald notce of publication
with other property for sale at public fortnj seU sai,i property at public
tices alleged to have been posted upon
BATHS BATHS BATHS
under and by virtue of a de- - tl(m Appellee in his answer further said claims by said Joseph DeLallo on
cree rendered in said cause wherein , aneges that the said Micnael O'Neill, the 1st day of January, 1908, pretend
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
appellant in this cause, had ever since ing to locate the same under said four
Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
the year 1903 performed or caused to names, be ordered cancelled and that
taundry en onMondays and Tuesdays
be performed the annual assessment the deed from Joseph DeLallo to apBRAND.
V
and deliver Thursdays and Fridays
Lfidto! AhL roup lruirvfil for
Particular care Is taken that no out
work of the value of 100 .on each of pellant be likewise cancelled and held
LMamond
It
rand
All work is guaranteed; your
IMUs in Hid and ttold metallic1'
when apparently "run to seed" a littlb
owned by the for naught and that appellant be re- fit leaves
claims,
six
said
mining
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.
socks are mended and buttons
Com- quired to quit claim to the Consolino other. Hut or tohp
&
lane
Consolidated
Smelting
Mining
we
equally benefited by our renovasewed on you shirts, without
Urunfftt.
DIAMOND JtR,MI FILLS, for 5 pany, including the year 1907; and dated Mining & Smelting Company or THE WILLIAMS & RISING LIVERY
extra charge.
treatment. We put an entirely
tion
known
as
Best, Safest, Always Reliable
years
STABLE
further alleged that the said Michael to the defendant as receiver any lien,
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.
new
on them, giving each
appearance
O'Neill commenced to do the work up- right, title or interest claimed by him, unless it Is in perfect condition.
on said mining claims In the month under and by virtue of the said deed Horses fresh, vehicler clean and easy garment a freshness that suggests the
of September, 1907, under and ln pur- and that he be decreed to be trustee running. Drivers spick and span. original appearance when brand new.
suance of an agreement made by and ex maleficio and to hold whatever title Patrons are always well pleased with We are prompt and careful with our
1
between one W. A. Brown, the agent he hid in said property for the use our service. "We have rigs of all kinds work and
guarantee to all partoris perand representative of the Consolidat- and benefit of the Consolidated Min for use at any time of day or night fect satisfaction as well as content
with
ed Mining & Smelting Company,
ing & Smelting Company and for the and our charges are moderate.
ment with the low prices charged.
the said Michael O'Neill, and that the defendant receiver thereof, and that
said appellant informed the agent of the work and labor performed upon
Jalins Mnralter, Tailor
4 BRING
the said Consolidated Mining & Smelt said mining claims under the pretendDe
of
27th
on
the
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenue.
day
ed relocation thereof by the said Jos- 310 San Francisco 8t 'Phone 139 Re
ing Company
cember, 1907, that the annual assess- eph DeLallo be decreed to be done for
0,3RyEfSiD
ment work upon the said four mining the use and benefit of said company or
Tickling of dry Coughs will quickly
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
loosen when using Dr. Shoop's Cough
claims had been done and performed the receiver.
comso
Is
be
would
thoroughly
for the year 1907, and
Appellant filed a reply to the amend- Remedy. And it
Connection made with Automobile
Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest
mothpleted on the "Santiago" and Albany" ed answer denying each and every al- harmless, that Dr. Shoop tells
tine at Vaughn for Roawell, dally.
1908.
even
for
very
to
of
use
else,
ers
set
matter
new
of
5th
therein
the
nothing
day
January,
by
legation
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros-we-ll
young babies. The wholesome green
,
Appellee further alleged that on the forth.
fiflnrSftS
at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Roawas
a
apof
he
lung well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
3rd day of Jauary, 1908,
At the close of the evidence the leaves and tender stems
pointed receiver of all the property court made nineteen findings of fact healing mountainous shrub give the Rob well for Vaughan at 12:30 , m.
Academic and Preparatory Courses
;
belonging to the Consolidated Mining and thereafter rendered a decree in curative properties to Dr. Shoop'a and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
& Smelting Company, under and by accordance with the findings of fact.
Cough Remedy. It calms the cough, tare between Santa Fe and Torrance
form Separate Departments
virtue of an order made in the case
Of the said findings two only are and heals the.sensltlve bronchial mem- la $5.80 and between Torrance and
BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.
ISend for Proaptctua
hrnueht bv the said Thomas K. D. necessary to a consideration of this branes. No opium, no chloroform, Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto'
Maddison, as plaintiff, against the Con- case, as follows:
nothing harsh used to Injure or sup- mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
Studies resumed September 5th.
Michael O'Neill, press. Demand Dr. Shoop's. Accept
solidated Mining & Smelting Com"That
the
plaintiff,
BROTHER EDWARD President
no other. Sold by The Capital
pany, and as such receiver he duly
If you are ln need of anything, try
a New Mexican Want Ad.
qualified and took possession of the
(Continued on Pago Seven.)
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THE FORUM.

preme court Thursday in the Albuquerque mayoralty cases will stand
as a further guarantee of the purity
of elections in New Mexico. It means
that the responsibility of election
boards does not end with their making
the returns on election night but that
they may be reconvened and compell
ed to make a complete count. The
judges of election exhaust their quasijudicial power to accept or reject a
ballot when the ballot is tendered by
the voter. After the close of the box,
their duties are merely ministerial
and they must certify to the contents
of the ballot box as they found them.
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Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. 3.
Editor of the New Mexican:
One noticeable feature by those
who demand numerous restrictions
and innumerable limitations, is that
they fail to distinguish between
a
constitution, which should provide
only for the framework of government, containing no statutes, and
leaving the functions of legislation entirely to the legislature. That is one
of the noticeable faults of the Oklahoma constitution and you will notice the propaganda of various organizations, independent and otherwise,
who demand various principles
and
Chairman K. N. Burch of the board laws which really belong to the legof Colfax islative function
of county commissioners
of our government
county, who is one of the most en- and properly have no place in a conthusiastic and efficient "Good Roads" stitution.
Think of a constitution providing;
men in the territory, has placed a
force of men to work on the Scenic; for rules of evidence e. g., "In all
Highway between Raton and Raton j criminal prosecutions for libel, the
as are truth of the matter alleged to be
make' .Such. r repairs
Pass
Cnlfav rmintv looks hplnns ma
ka friiran
the Scenic etc., and,;?'"The repeal of a statute
cailefuj.ijf- Mtffl- - 'its .iaft.-oHighway and it has become one ot tne shall not revive- a statute previously
most popular boulevards in the soutn- - repealed," etc.
(Oklahoma constitu
west. Not so with Santa Fe county tion), I suggest for those who are: in
which has uerinitted its part of the love with the Oklahoma form f m.
Scenic Highway to fall sadly into de- - stitution, that the cardinal principles
as outlined, in "Wiecay anu. then wonuers wny me iern- or eviaence,
t0rv doesn't do some more good roads more's" law volumes (six of theml be
building in this vicinity.
incorporated into the constitution.

31910.

Nw

Oldest Banking Institution in
MexJee. established In 1870

.
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits

$150,000
80.000

Tronsacts a general banking business in all its brr nobe.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and coilaterai security. Buys and sulls boal ami
stocks in all markets for its customer.
Bjvs anJ sc'Ia
domestic and foreign exchange and mnUss telegraphic tans-e- r
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as, liberal terms
as are given by any mo ley transmUing ajjency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deports it the'rteot ree
per cent per annum, on six., months'" or years' '"tynfc. Uberat
advances .made on consignments of iivefiioclt' i W product:
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in tht banking lino,
and airtis to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respect.
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank- ing. Safety deposit boxes for rest, The patronage of the
public is respecfully solicited.

CLAMOR OR PUBLIC REMARKABWE , RECORD-- BV ,SU- PREME COURT?- OPINION?
The. Entire; f Ommonwealth' is .toore;
There was a time in the history of
ui
ies aiiecieu, or at- leasi luieresieu,
when
the nation
George Washington
tne su- would have been removed from the in uie woik oi me courts,
presidency if the recall had been in preme court, composed of Republican
effect. In 1862, tdie people who re- judges, nas just made a commendable
elected
Abraham Lincoln v by- over- record, in the session that adjourned
whelming majority two years later, mio wee, niiiuu muauaies me emj5 i
,
of
the
administra-Republican
would have driven him out of the ciency
White House if they would have had tion in this Territory and wnicn
the say. Ten years after the close should induce the people to retain the
They are just as relevant as the fore- - (Hru
ixnjjynjTJi;-uxn- j
yum rtonnnrtrtn njvrinjrruinnriTuij-mrmiJxrnAUTXuvof the war with Great Britain, the Republicans in charge of public afm Santa PVs Rummer weatth- - einS "lustrations from the Oklahoma
Hnw
fairs.
On
the
of
first
the
have
session,
constitution!
day
referendum
would
initiative and
iu
is
can
part;
be
er
ganged
really
Julv 19. there nnnpnrerl nn the ml.
uursLiuuuuiis sijuuiu ot snon ana
plunged this nation into war that
on;y by the official temperature rec-would have resulted in the loss of the endar fifteen cases nder artvispmen, ords but even those are convincing of f e4fine fundamental powers and Iimi- liberties of the people. The Initia- four cases pending on motion for re the fact that nowhere else in the
anu en- cases for ariivG
to much- - legislation has been
tive and referendum and recall are de- hearing and sixty-thresummer
the
is
southwest
pleasanfer.
s
vised to give effect to popular clam- gument, making a total of eighty-twinJpcted into the later ones.
Here are the maximum temperature one
admi' that a constitution
or in order to help peanut politicians cases on the calendar, the largest
seven
of
July
during
places
of
cases
on
number
the docket since
e staple and permanent. The
into prominence and office; the repthis year: Topeka 105 degrees;
ot legislation proper in a conresentative form of government, as it the Republicans took the judiciary out lahoma City 104; Denver 101: Las Ve-I- "
stltutln always leads to constant
now exists, gives effective voice to of the inefficient bands of Democratic
gas 97; Raton 95; Colorado Springs
W'LLIAM VAUGHN pROP,
the real, deliberate, sober, public judges. These cases were disposed of 91, and Santa Fe 88. Add to this the amendment.
Legislation proper is
as follows:
and
DETAIL-fadeal
in
opinion. The election on next Tuesand the
One
in
Of the cases under advisement, be-- , dryness of the atmosphere
n a const.tut.on is to
day is to decide whether New Mexico
law,s
that only one day was classed
is to be ruled in the future by popular ing the old cases, all were'decided but
legislation
5the'"
Cuisine
that
and
climate
have
a
and
Large Sample;
' an
n prfess,ve
clamor or by public opinion. The four; the four cases uendine on mo-- . is as near you
way to tie the
'therfe
to perfection as can be
Table Service
Room for ComDemocrats tend to breed a type of tion for rehearing were disposed of;
viitiu
uy
pcujjie
pmiing
found on this mundane sphere.
Unex
mercial Travelers
laws, as distinct from constitutional
public man who always has his ear of the.suiWwtlMieauifia ..for argument
were disposed of by affirm- to the ground, a man who has no opin- htty-fivpowers or limitations, in an organic
SANTA FE, NEW M EXICO
WASHINGTON A VENUS
A paragraph from one of the
Tne awkwardness of the direct
ions or convictions of his own, and ance, reversal or dismissal and onlv!
Asso-an
from
j
United
is
cases
to
law
in
were
States
aim
is
office
one
whose
by eight
apparent
continued.
supreme court opinions
keep
During mary
turning himself into a political weath- the session, the court handed down elated Press dispatcn trom wiscon-fift- as follows, rendered only four months
sin today. Although it is still two ago, is worthy of the most thoughtful '
opinions decisive nf fiftr-nnercock, adjusted to catch every pass
AMERICAN AND
V.
ing gust of popular caprice. This is es. This is the largest number
of months to the election, the death of consideration: "Of course the BENE3$T
av EUROPEAN PLAN
,
g!!gJ!!!!l''gmiiuw4H'
not the kind of man from whom the cases disposed of and opinions hand- the La Follette candidate for attor- FICIAL APPLICATION of the constirountry has anything to hope. He ed down at any one term during the ney general leaves a vacancy which tution to the
requirehas no fixed standards of right or existence of the supreme court
of cannot be filled. In consequence, the ments of our national life has in a
La Follette followers will vote for the great measure,
RESULTED
FROM
wrong. Unfortunately, the tendency New Mexico.
AND
of certain recent innovations in our
GENERAL
It is the prompt disposition of eases dead man, an absurdity and anomaly THE SIMPLER
makes that assures justice; and such prompt that will probably lead to an expen TERMS BY WHICH THE POWERS
governmental
machinery
'
strongly against the deliberation that disposition has been given bv Chief sive and long suit in the cou,'ts and CREATED BY THE CONSTITUTION!
is so essential to sound legislation Justice William H. Pope and his as considerable political turmoil. The im- - ARE CONFERRED, OR IN WHICH
These innovations proceed upon the sociates, John R. McFie, Frank W. practicability of some of the new fads IT PROVIDES ARE EXPRESSED
"Time works changes, brings
assumption that no particular train Parker, Merrit C. Mechem and Ed- in political lines, is more apparent
into existence new conditions and puring or skill Is necessary to enact ward R. Wright, all Republicans, and every day.
good laws, that the opinion of the as efficient and prompt in their disposes. Therefore a principle, to be viman in the street is every bit as val tricts as they are en banc
must be capable of wider appliLESSEE
as
Despite the spending of enormous tal,
sitting
uable as the. opinion of the experi the supreme tribunal of the
sums by the Democrats, they will fail cation than the mischief which gave
if birth. This is peculiarly true of
enced statesman, and that where a
to make any inroads on the Republiman's intentions are vaguely good,
constitutions.
They are not ephem- Commodious Sample Room.
In
Long Pistance Mepnope Station
on
can
next
Tuesday.
majorities
neither knowledge nor judgment is
The Denver & Rio Grande railroad Chaves county, the other day, the Re- eral enactments, designed to meet
necessary for his guidance. Imagine has published a most
passing occasions. The future is their
ilpublican campaign fund amounted to care, and
beautifully
what would happen if we attempted lustrated folder
BUILDING PAINTED and
NEW
provision for events of good
mere
to
fund
Democratic
the
the
Irri
$45.10;
advertising
and bad tendencies of which no proto conduct a large business upon such gation
RENOVATED
THROUGHOUT
Fe
Evenin
Congress
Santa
Colorado.
a' Pueblo,
here
than $2,000.
can be made."
a theory; yet the government
has There is
one New Mexico pic- county, the Democrats are spending phecy
only
Koorn steam bpated & electric
frequently to deal with issues that are ture in the booklet,
The welfare and happiness of ""the
,,. ,?7.rX
however, a birds- - money to beat the band but neverthe
far more intricate than those that or- eye view of the
and best of help employed.' ' 'r""
lighted,:
Sunshine Ranch of less thev will not carry more than people and the stability of their govdinarily arise in private business. Not
L. Bradford Prince, 30 four or five precincts out of twenty- ernment depends on the fundamental
only this, but involved questions that mues norm ot Santa Fe and taken
and limitations of government
RESTAURANT WIL B OPENED SEPT.15TH.
by three. The voters can neither be fool- powers
require cool and dispassionate con- the writer.
expressed in simple, direct and genfor
the
San
Fortupately,
ed
nor
bought.
sideration may be suddenly
precipi- Juan valley, the
terms
eral
in
a
constitution!
the
Let
picture is ascribed to
tated into the political arena perhaps San Juan
legislature care for the minute and
county. But it is unfortuat a time of great public excitement nate for the
PULL COURSE MEALS PROM NOON ON
The fickleness of popular favor was the particular which is ever varying
reEspanola
and
valley
and an immediate solution demand- flects on
illustrated
at
St.
and
Joseph,
changing.
strikingly
the
of
the entire
accuracy
If yon drop in at 5 o'clocx yon can
ed. The resulting legislation may reFriday, when the crowd
get a hot
The Denver
Let me also call attention to the
publication.
& Rio Missouri,
flect the public temper of the mom- Grande
Now
he
for
shouted
Roosevelt
because
and
fact
funthat
certain
and
passenger
limitations
should
department
to
eat and yon will
ent, but it runs little chance of re- correct the error
. supper
ready
to
without delay. The refused to make a speech at midnight damental principles (in Art's 13, 14, 15
flecting true public opinion the de- Espanola
is as mucn tributary began cheering for Tatt. A public of- etc.) are placed upon the states of the
valley
Our
increasing patronage Is the
liberate and reasoned
judgment of to the railroad as is the San Juan ficial, unsecure in his tenure of office,
beat proof that we merit yours.
the community.
or
hither
this
shuttled
thither
and
by
and
the
country,
latter has so much to
(Continued on Paee Blent, t
be proud of that it does not need to that crowd shouting at him, wouldn't
to
of
service
much
real
give
adorn itself with borrowed plumes,
public
SANTA FE MUST HELP ITSELF.
business. His main occupation would
That General Earl D. Thomas has
The population of Greater New be to humor popular moods from day
looked carefully into the local
tion before recommending that a regi- York City is 4,766,883 or nine times to day, and to escape the danger of.
RATES tt.00 A DAY AND DP
ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES
mental army post be established near the population of New Mexico and Ari- recall.
zona together. It exceeds in populafrom
his
is
Albuquerque,
apparent
annual report to the adjutant general tion the total of fourteen states and
There are elements In the Territory
of the army. General Thomas was in territories in 190ft, that is Oklahoma, who are opposed to the grant of a milNew
Mexico, Montana, lion acres by the nation for the pay- Santa Fe last year and was shown uhe California,
available sites near Santa Fe, and the Wyoming,. Colorado, Utah, Nevada, ment of the railroad bonded indebted-- ,
superiority of this city for the loca- Idaho, Washington, Oregon, Alaska ness of Santa Fe and Grant counties.
EUROPEAN PLAN
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
tion of a post was made clear to him and Hawaii. It is more than twice as Those elements will vote solidly for
but it evidently made no Impression large as that of the next two largest the Democratic candidates, but there
The
only first class Hotel tn Santa Fe, with hot and cold water In
on him. Sant Be. cannot look o him citie taken together, Paris and Tokio
can be no sensible voter in
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best OAPE in
for aid or een sympathy and must Berlin;' which ranks fifth,, is the only certainly
Santa Fe county who would follow
the City to connection with Hotel. First class service
strike out for itself in the matter. Of other city having more than 2,000,000 such a lead to the detriment of every
guarantee!
Vice sample room on first floor, Special attention
inhabitants.
London
havstill
course, it will not help itself by electleads,
given to traveling '
and every other resident in
taxpayer
7,500,000
men.
ing
Give
us
a
trial if you want first classservice.
people according to the
ing a Fusion ticket on next Tuesday
this county.
and thus setting itself at odds with last census and it will take New York
to
thirty years to overhaul it
the national as well as territorial ad- twenty
Corner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.
It was well merited praise that ex-ministrations and with Congress; nor at the present rate of growth of both
President Roosevelt today bestowed
will it help itself by defeating men cities.
upon President Taft. The president
like Hon. Thomas B. Catron, who in
Nor must it be forgotten, that it is in his calm, judicial manner has put
a fight for an army post, would be a
host in himself. Here is the text a Republican Congress and a Repub- himself at the head of a sound prolican President who gave New Mexico gressive movement within the Repubof the report of General Thomas;
"It is recommended that Fort Win-gat- statehood and that it is a Republican lican party. It is no wonder, therebe abandoned and that the con- President and a Republican Congress fore, that these remarks brought
struction of a regimental
cavalry who will have to pass upon the consti- forth a great popular demonstration.
post, sufficient at first to accommodate tution before New Mexico can come in The confidence of the nation, has
the headquarters and two squadrons as a state. It Is only logical therefore grown mightily in President Taft and
Ladies Silk and Lingerie Princes, Dresses
If you like good Coffee then
of cavalry, be established near Albu- to entrust to a Republican constitu the people are with him.
you will surely be charmed
Plain and Fancy Silks, Plain and Fancy
querque, New Mexico. It has been tional convention the writing of the
with.
demonstrated that water in abund- constitution, provided New Mexico
e
White
The thirty-fivGoods, Embroideries and Laces.
press representa
ance for a large command can be ob- wants to come in as a state without tives
CHASE AND
accompanying
ALL GOES AT ONE HALF
LOOK AT orm- tained on the mesa four miles east of delay. Of course, for those opposed to Roosevelt are doing their full
THE REGULAR PRICE,
duty
.8HOW WINDOW
SEAL BRAND"
Albuquerque by sinking wells and statehood, the most effective way to and are incidentally teaching the busipumping. The city of Albuquerque show it, is to vote for the Democratic nessmen and politicians of the world
obtains its supply from wells these candidates to the constitutional
It has a distinctive. Satisthat it pays to advertise, whether it
fying flavor rich, mellow
have never failed and the continuous
is to sell wares or to acquire
and llne-t- he
result of
scientific, careful blending
pumping of years seems to have had
of perfectly roasted coffees
no apparent effect on the available
Raton has erected a welcome arch
from the world's best plantations.
supply. Moreover, in the arid and at the terminus of the Scenic HighChiRoosevelt
as
semi-ariadvisor
TskslwM
of the
the
IS tsd km
portions of our country, way or Santa Fe Trail in that city.
nese regent would turn the world
wells, when there is present the sub- It is characteristic of the
ftm offers delivered
enterprise
terranean vein of sufficient volume of the citizens of the Gate
turvy. This little planet would
Santa Fe Agents.
San topsy
The UtUmlmg
not be able to hold the Celestials after
that can be reached, have been prov- ta e people on the other City.
to
altUretj M
hand,
once
cool tjod inritinr
were
en to be the safest and most reliable though aided
Inoculated with the
they
enactby
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Roosevelt virus.
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ment and
"
for several years,
.
"Near the slopes of the Sandia have not planning
.
yet even laid the cornerCOCO
COLA.
o?
land
range
in abund- stone for the proposed arch at the
mountains,
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.
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According to the Tucson Citizen,
COMPANY
ance and suitable for military pur- end of the historic
trail. Too busy the Democrats in Arizona openly
BOTTLING
poses is available, in fact something knifing each other
to do boast that thev will disfranchise
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Attorney H. B. Hamilton, of Capi-tais a visitor in the capital.
W. H. Johnson, a business man of
New York, is at Gregg's hotel.
Henry Krick is able to be about
again after an attack of rheumatism.
a salesman
Charles Henderson,
from the Windy City, is at the Coro-nad-

in

f

QUALITY.

TOr

&ONT 'YOiJTJSJETZi
A LITTLE lN&A&Yc&th
If 200 TEARS AGO one of your
per cent compound interest and
each dollar bill were a link In a chain,
York to, San Franclscd V
Money grows In our bank It you

at

5

ancestors had banked only 200 dollars
you had that 1 200. and the Interest,
that chain would
reach from New
" . ' '
-

will let It
Make OUR Bank TOITR Bank.

We pay liberal Interest consistent with safety.

UNITED STATES BANK

&

TRUST CO.

It has never been the selling policy of
this firm to demoralize QUALITY for
price, we have always, held the QUALITY of our goods up to the highest
standards of perfection. Our prices
are based on the SURPRASSING
QUALITY of our goods and are as lowi
as GOOD QUALITY will permit.

Miss Frances Abbott will shortly go
to Las Cruces where she will teach
school.
Mr. and Mrs. P. X. Danner of
Torrance county, are visitors in
the city.
a
D. Forest Lord is entertaining
party of young friends today in the
canon.
Mrs. Gildersleeve and daughter have
returned home from a visit to southern California.
al
jwtss-- i Phelps has returned from
vislit to Watertown, - Buffalo, and
othet points in New York.
Civil Engineer T. O. Hay den left to-fda'y .for Tres PiedraS where he will
locate some mining claims.
Mrs." Annie Bradbury, of Albuquerque, arrived yesterday. She will send
her children to school here.
Superintendent of Public Instruction J. E. Clark is expected home tonight from Hillsboro, Sierra county.

At the present time when
the price of linseed oil is so
abnormally high, it is the
policy of some houses to
slieht the quality of their
paint, and adulterate them
in order to hold to a lower
price. WE DO NOT DO
THIS. Our Paints have the
same standard of QUALITY
that has won them their
everlasting reputation.

Larrazolo, the DemoAttorney
cratic leader, arrived in the city yesterday and registered at the Claire
hotel.
Clarence Pierce will leave this evening on a month's vacation which he
will spend in Colorado, Kansas and
Nebraska.
Tr n CT,oa travlinc lmaspnsrpr and
freight agent of the Denver & Rio i
Grande Tailroad went to Alamosa,
Colo., yesterday.

SURETY BONDS

R E A L

ESTATE

WE HAVE SOME EXCELLENT BARGAINS IX BOTH
IMPROVED AND UNIMPROVED RESIDENCE AND
BUSINESS PROPERTY,

'Houses and Furnished Rooms fur Kent.
See

on next

Phone. Fed So. 189

Tuesday

southern California.
Miss Anna E. Dysart, a teacher n
the schools here, has returned from
her home In Marshall, Mo., where she
spent her vacation.
John Pope DuVal of Jacksonville,
Fla., left today for Lumberton. Mr.

j

DuVal is a nephew of Mrs. H. S.
Val on the south side.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellas Clark left for
AX MINSTER- - RUGS; ALSO ACM'". PILLOW
their home at Plaza del Alcalde, Rio
Arr'ba county, this forenoon after
MATTRESSES THAT BRING SOUND SLUMspending several days in Santa Fe.
BER. OSTERMOOR MATTRESSES.
Superintendent of Insurance Jacobo
,
also in stock
f. ; ,,
Chaves left this morning on an over? A LOT O? HAND PAINTED DISHES
land trip to Los Lunas, Valencia counAT BARGAIN PRICES.
ty, where he will remain until after
election.
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Seligman
and children returned today from a
"
sojourn at the Valley Ranch on the
J
AKers-Wagne- r
upper Pecos, about twenty miles east
of Santa Fe.
&
D1RE3TORS
FUNERAL
EXPERT EMBALMERS
W. P. Metcalf of Albuquerque, who
was Socialist candidate for Congress
two years ago, arrived in the city yes-- ,
terday and went out to his fruit
Room For Improvement
ranch at Tesuque.
j
Judge and Mrs. M. C. Mechem, of
Socorro, were registered yesterday at
:the Palace hotel. Judge Mechem will
remain two weeks longer to preside
over district court.
Noyes Weltmer, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Jacob Weltmer, will arrive tonight
from Denver, to attend the wedding
of his sister, Miss Susan Weltmer to
Marion iBurrows next week.
A party came from Taos yesterday
to see the sights of Santa Fe and registered at the Claire hotel. In the
party are C. L. Loftus, M. A. Loftus,
A. A. Loftus and W. L. Loftus.
THE MOST SKILLFUL NURSE
The Rev. James Grattan Mythen,
who
room
spent a few days in Albuquerque
has
the
exists
where
scarcely
or the most famous physician will this week, has returned to the city and
been built with, our, Lumber, Every be of no avail If the medicine
ordered, will preach (his first sermon here to
architect and builder gives us credit is not exactly as it should be.
of the Holy
morrow at the church
for keeping the finest selection of
Faith.
Prof. C. F. Muller and wife of Cer- Lrmber in the neighborhood. It is all THE DRUGGIST
MUST WORK
have secured positions as teachrillos,
and
seasoned"
timber, too,
good, well
Professor Mulin
free from warpings and Imperfections. in perfect harmony with the doctor ers wasSocorro county.
of the school last
ler
principal
an
has
and
be
responsibility.
equal
Wc have It ready for Instant use and
with ab- year at Cerrillos and made many
We compound
lor every purpose, and tlhe price3 are solute accuracyprescriptions
faithfulness. friends .in that part of Santa Fe counand
;
...
Have yours put up here so as to be ty.
satisfactory to all buyers.
, District Attorney and Mrs. E. C. Ab;
absolutely sure they are right.
bott and daughter Jane, and Mrs.
Frank W. Shearon, returned last evening from a trip to the Rito de los
Frijoles where they were guests of
Judge and Mrs. A. J. Abbott at the
House ot the Ten Alders.
&.Co. ;
Successors to Stripling-Burrow- s
Judge John R. McFie will leave next
Tuesday for Clayton, Union county,
&
where he will hold district court for
'
rin; New Ahsxrca..: Printing Con two weeks, when he will be relieved
Telephone o 14B Red
any has on hand a large supply of by Chief Justice W. H. Pope and will
MRS. OTTO RCTSCH.
ads and tablets suitable for cbool return to relieve Judge M. C. Mechem
ork, the desk, and also tor lawyers who will hold court here.
for
If you are in need of anything, try
Hi merchants: good everywhere.
Wc
Harold
Wiedeback,
many
a New Mexican Want Ad.
will sell them at 5 cents in book term. months clerk at the Claire hotel, has
Du- -

Furniture Cor

i

j

t

!

,

FRESH EGGS
CREAM

:

returned from a vacation and is backj
at his post as day clerk at this well
is
known hostelry. Mr. Wiedeback
very popular with the traveling public because of his courtesy.
Governor Mills will leave tomorrow
for Las Vegas to stay until after tne
Mrs. Mills, Miss Madeline
election.
Mills and Miss Phoebe Hart left for
the Meadow City yesterday, and W.
W. Mills, son o Governor and Mrs.
Mills will join them thre to cast his
first vote on Tuesday.
A pleasing birthday party was tendered J. F. Miller, the proprietor of
the Valley Ranch, twenty miles east
of Santa Fe, on last Saturday evening. The visitors on the upper Peco3
turned out in their best bib and tuck-eand there were feasting and dancing until midnight ushered in Sunday
morning.
Warren Eliphalet Rollins, the well
known artist who has spent several
months painting Indians in New Mex
ico, will leave Monday for his home
M. Rollins expects!
in Los Angeles.
to return with his wife to Santa Fei
January 1, to build a bungalow and
make this city his summer home. Mrs.
Rollins and her daughter Ruth are in
Los Angeles.
''Among the visitors to Las Vegas

N

esinu

CO.

LiX I1UUI

TO-CoM-

LADIES.
NEW LINE OF EVERYDAY SHOES JUST RECEIVED.
NoBETTER VALUES To BE HAD ANYWHERE

PRICES TO SELL IN A HURRY AT

$2.50

AND

areT.

Z.

Winter, a prominest business

man of the capital and J. L. Lopez,
also of Santa Fe. Mr. Winter in a
talk with an Optic representative
would
stated that the Republicans
elect their ticket in a constitutional
election by a big majority." Las Vegas Optic.

$3,00.

BEST GRADE HEAVY SHOES, FOR MOUNTAIN CLIMBING OR HUNTING, NEVER WEAR
OUT. $4. 00.

(

DIAMOND SPECIAL POLICE SHOES, CORK
SOLES, MOST LASTING AND COMFORTABLE
SHOES MADE AT $4.50.

Postmaster General Frank H. Hitch-cocwho is expected to arrive in
Santa Fe tomorrow, was the guest of
Postmaster Corbett at Tucson, Ariz., j
yesterday and inspected the sites for j
a proposed government building and j
heard arguments in favor of estaDiisn-ina brigade post at Tucson. These
are two matters that Santa Fe should
also bring to his attention, for the capital 'should have a government post- office building and It should also have
j
that regimental post.
Territorial
On Tuesday, evening,
'Secretary and Mrs. Jaffa entertained
at dinner at their home, 397 East

DIAMOND SPECIAL VICIi KID, SNAPPY,
DRESSY, NEAT AND COMFORTABLE, WORTH

g

a five dollar note

at $4,25,

j

Palace avenue. Covers were laid for
twelve. The guests were Dr. C. F.
Lummls, Miss Lummis and Dr. J. A.
Munk of Los Angeles, California;
Hon. Frank Springer of Las Vegas;.;
Dr. Edgar L. Hewett, Mr. and Mrs. R.
P. Ervien and Mr. and Mrs. Paul A. F.
Walter. The appointments were per- feet! the service without a flaw and
the evening was one that will always
dwell pleasantly in the memory of the
guests.
;

f (Continued on Page Eight)

Cleaners and Wash Tubs.
AND

Call

of

any mans

money

W. N. TOWNSEND & COS

;

CLARENDON
GARDEN
R, V. BOYLE Mgr.
CL&REHDON

I.

POULTRY

PLANTS

NOW.

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
DESIGNS.

YARDS

ARK SELLING OUT!
FRESH LAID EGGS every day

EGGS FOR

and See
them in

slight Company

PANSY

White Wyandotte. Chickens
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and
and fed on clean wholesome food
are yarded In the orchard under the treesnor
Ptomaine
Tuberculosis
of
poisoning,
germs
No
chance
only.
HATCHING.

Florinr JVI
onnro
I IVV

Santa Fe Water

$2.25,

SPLENDID VALUES IN OLD MENS SOFT AND
CHEAP AT $5.00,
COMFORTABLE SHOES.
OUR PRICE $4.00.

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

:

E

MEN,
WE CAN SATISFY YOU AS WELL" AS THE

j

PHARMACY

1A Hnnr

THIS THE DISCRIMINATING LADIES OF CITY
To US
HAVE LONG SINCE LEARNED
FOR NEW SNAPPY SHOES, FOR A WHILE, WE
WANT TO DIRECT OUR ATTENTION To THE

I

THE CAPITAL

We aie Agents
i

T

GENTLEMEN!

ATTENTION

n

,

,M- -J

PER-FEC-

SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY

MILK

PAY

DURABILITY, and
ECONOMY.

who has been
home leaves
for her home in

Special Sale of Wilton Velvet Rags- -

Charles W. Dudrow

M

visiting at the Catron

Santa Fe, New Mexico
For fr.ll particulars call on or
add ess the above company

SEWALL'S READY MIX-EHOUSE PAINTS, and
SUNSHINE FINISHES are,
superior to all for LASTING

Miss Sadie Barney

our attractive lint before buying.

O C WATSON & COMPANY
119 San Francisco St.

QUALITY.

L

O. A.

INSURANCE

1

a

Mor-lart-

-

e

PERSONAL

llll

Ml,flHMIIU
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St. Louis Rocky
Pacific

M.

Company

Railway

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In effect March 1st
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(Head Upj
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Vigil
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Thompson
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Cunningham
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STATIONS

10 51
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( oifax
Oerrososo
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Lv
Cimarron
Cimarron
Ar 8 55
Nash
f 8 47
f8 37
Harlan
Ute Park, N. M...Lv
8 20
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lOonnectswlth E. P. & 8. W.
Connects with E. P. S, W.
SStage 'or Van Houten N, M,
C. AS. Passenger trains

Ry, train No.124 arriving In Dawson, N, M. at
p. m '
Iiy, train No. 123 leaving Dawson N. M. at 9:55a. m.
meets trains at Preston N. M.
arrive - and depart from DeMoines as follow:
NORTH BOUND:
SOUTHBOUND
No. 1. 4.48 a. m,
No, 8. 10.44 a. m.l
No. 7.6 49 p. m.
No, 2. 11.11 p, m.;
Track connection with A. T. &. S, F. Ry.at Raton and Preston with O, & S. Ry. at
l)es Moines W P, S. W. Ry. at Colfax, N M, and Cimarron & Northwestern at
Cimarron, N. M. which is depot or following station Ocate, Miami, Rayado
and Red Lakes, N. M.
Jte Park. N. M.is depot for the following stations in N. M. Arroyo Seco, Aurora,
Baldy Black Lakes. Oerro, Elizabethtown. Lobo, Quests, Ranchos de Taos, Red
River City, Talpa. Taos and Twining.
Dally. fFlag, tDally except SuudayJ
E J. OEDMAN,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
V. P. & G. M.,
G. P. Agent,
Superintendent,
Raton, N. I
Ratn, N. M
Raton, N. M.

As Comfortable as Bare Feet

Perfect foot protection for
women with corness comfort
hitherto unknown. Not a
pinch not a rub pliant,
flexible, tough soles and
g
style.
splendid
Most for the money.

for tickets
ship your; freight
"-a-

sk

The Best Route

-

CUSTOM MADE BY

ST. LOUIS, U. S. A.

System

East or West
Palace.
J. L. Soppedge, Denver; Judge and
Socorro; Mrs. E.
gj Mrs. M. C. Mechem,
;
Clark, Alcalde; C. A. Carruth,
H. B. Hamilton, Capitan; S. N.
Crayell, Denver.
Claire.
C. L. Loftus, M. A. Loftus,, W. L.
Lottus, Taos; Mrs. Annie Bradbury,
Albuquerque; O. A. Larrazola, Las
Vegas; E. E. Ford, St. Louis; Mr. and
Mrs. P .N. Dauner, Moriarty; G. T.
Niles, Denver.
Gregg's.
L. L. Cock, Kansas City; "William E.
Martin, Socorro; Rox Cowley, Denver;
Anna E. Dysart, Marshall, Mo.; W. H.
Philip Butler,
Johnson, New York;
Chicago; I. L. Kingman, Newark, N.

For Rites and full information address

B

EUGENE A. FOX,
JG.F.&P. A.

I

SUMMER

TOURIST RATEs

Census Figures for Three New York
Cities Eimira, Yonkers and
Jamestown.

A

U ALL POINTS EAST & WEST JJ
Mm

Liberal Limits and Stopovers

AT

-

NEW MEXICAN BLDQ.
Or Union Depot.

Washington, Sept.

3.

Approximately 679,555 acres of land in Arizona
and New Mexico eliminated from the
national forests by President Taft as
being chiefly valuable for agricultural
purposes, have been opened to settlement under the homestead laws. The
lands will become subject to settlement, November 22, but not to entry
until December 21. The list follows:
From the Coconino national forest,
Arizona, about 283,344 acres lying
along the eastern and northern borders of the forest in Coconino county;
about 338,914 acres eliminated from
the Coronado national forest, Arizona,
jlying in Pina, Pima and Cochise counCoronado.
ties, Arizona, and about 51,057 acre3
J. W. Abbott, Albuquerque; R. L. I in Grant county, N. M., and about
L.
Buckingham, 6,240 acres in Cochise county, Ari
Robertson, Buckman;
ChiCerrillos; Charles Henderson,
zona, eliminated from the Chiricahua
cago; George W. Hill, Duran.
national forest
Population of New York Towns.
Mrs. Jacob Wilmert, Lincoln, 111.,
Washington, Sept. 3. The populafound her way back to perfect health. tion of Yonkers, N. Y., is 79,803, an
She writes: "I suffered wit'--i kidney increase of 31,872, or 66.5 per cent, as
trouble and backache and my appe- compared wun
m isuu.
rne
tite was very poor at times. A few population of Eimira, N. Y, is
an increase of 1,504, or 4.2 per
weeks ago I got Foley Kidney Pills
and gave them a fair trial. They gave cent, as compared with 35,672 in 1900.
The population of Jamestown, N.
me great relief, so continued till now
I am again in perfect health." The Y., Is 31,297, an increase of 8,405, or
j 36.7
per cent as compared with 22,- Capital Pharmacy.
in 1900.
LOVING CUP TO BE TROPHY
A clever, popular Candy Cold Cure
OF TENNIS TOURNAMENT.
i
Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. 3. A Tablet called Preventics is being
tennis tournament under the auspices dispensed by druggists everywhere.
of the 30th annual fair and grand In a few hours, Preventics are said to
statehood celebration for the week of break any cold completely. And PreOct. 3d is the latest feature added ventics, bein so safe and toothsome,
to the already long list of attractions are very fine for children. No Quifor the amusement of the thousands nine, no laxative, nothing harsh nor
Box of 48 25c. Sold by
expected to be in attendance during sickening.
that week. The contest will be known The Capital Pharmacy.
as the New Mexico Tennis Tournament and teams representing
Gallup, Magdalena, Fort Win-gatW. C. T. U. NOTES.
Silver City, Sauta Fe, Raton, and
other New Mexico cities are expected
to contest for the handsome silver lovGovernor of Kansas Speaks.
ing cup which is being offered as a
I came to Chicago to defend the fair
trophy. The grounds of the Albuquerque Tennis Club, where the .series name of Kansas against the slanders
will be played are now being placed of those whose Interest it is to see our
in prime condition, and indications laws violated, our civilization
de
point to one of the most successful famed and our state policies imtouraments ever pulled off in tihe peached.
I am going to furnish you and the
southwest.
For further information
address J. Benson Newell, Albuquer- country exact and indisputable facts
que, N. M.
concerning the enforcement- and oper- -

PIORANDB
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS
r.iTV imtir.t iiu

ELIMINATIONS
BY THE PRESIDENT.

Amo-nito-

El Paso Texas.

j

FOREST

HOTEL ARRIVALS

it

f

Shoe Co.

Wertheimer-Swart- s

IN THE PROBATE

COURT OF
THE COUNTY OF SANTA FE.
Territory of New Mexico.
m the matter of the PKt:ite nt
gene A. Fiske, deceased.
Notice is herebv
dersigned, administrators of the es
tate ot Eugene A. Fiske, deceased, to
the creditors of and all
persons having claims against the said deceased,
to present such claims with the necessary vouchers, within the time required by law, to said ad m i n i qtrn t nra
at the office of Ernest A. Johnson, San
rrancisco street, Santa Fe, New Mexico, which said office the
undersigned
select as their place of business in
all matters connected with said estate of Eugene A. Fiske, deceased.
JOHANNA FRANZ FISKE,
ERNEST A. JOHNSON,
Administrators of the estate of Eugene A. Fiske, deceased.
HANNA & WILSON,
Attorneys for said administrators.
Dated and first published at Santa
Fe, New Mexico, on this 3d day of
September, 1910.

v.

Pink Pain Tablets Dr. Snoop's
stop Headache, womanly pains, any
pain, anywhere, in 20 minutes sure.
Formula on the 25c box. Ask your
druggist or doctor about this formula
it's fine. Sold by The Capital

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
MASONIC.
Montezuma

mm

37,-17-

d

Lodge

No

1, A. F. & A. M. Re

ular communications
first Monday of eacl
month a- Masonic hall
at 7.30 p, m.

d

foot-fittin-

From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

El Paso & Southwestern

ation of the prohibition law in Kansas. The proof which I shall submit
to you would be accepted as conclusive evidence before any court in the
United States.
I am anxious to know whether the
good people of Chicago are willing to
credit the statements of a combination of brewers and saloon keepers
who are spending hundreds of thousands of dollars annually to poison
public opinion, and debauch the law,
in preference to the statements
of
those who are standing up for the
American home, working and pleading
for decency in public life and making
effort in every direction to build up
a great state on the foundation of a
wholesome morality.
I have never made a prohibition
speech in my life. I am a practical,
business man
and
while I regard the moral and senti
mental .sides of the question as constituting its strongest claim on society for support I propose, to a very
large extent, to discuss the subject
from a
economic standpoint. In other words, I am going to
present it to you as a sound business
proposition.
I want to especially
impress the
fact upon jour mind that while Kansas had substantial prohibition for
twenty-eigh- t
years it has had abso
lute prohibition only since May, 1909.
Previous to this time liquor was allowed to be sold through licensed
pharmacists, for medicinal, mechanical and scientiBc purposes. Abuse of
this privilege led to dissatisfaction
and the last legislature wiped out all
exceptions and made the state absolutely dry. Before they could sell intoxicating liquor these pharmacists
had to obtain an internal revenue
stamp and it is upon this circumstance
in part that the agents and spokesmen of the breweries and the distilleries are trying to deceive you by
lishowing the number of
censes issued in Kansas last year.
Prohibition must be judged by resultsit must stand or fall upon its
merits.
The people of Kansas are
very progressive, very positive and
intensely practical in their ideas and
habits.
If the prohibitory law had
not given us a. better civilization and
a higher type of manhood and womanhood it would have been repealed
years ago. If it has increased drunkenness, crime and perjury, as saloon
men claim it (has done, the saloonkeepers would all be supporting the
law instead of fighting it, for it would
increase their revenue.
This is an age of conservation. Pro
hibiting the. manufacture and sale of
whisky is more closely identified with
a sound conservation policy than are
the laws prohibiting the wanton destruction of the forests.
"Woodman spare that tree!" is fine
sentiment, indeed, but it is not finer
than "Brewer spare that youth."
Half a century ago slaves were
worth $1,200 in this country. From a
purely economic point of view, and
as a national resource, good, clean,
American boys
healthy,
ought to be worth much more. If you
will stop for a moment and think how
many of them are annually ruined,
and utterly destroyed by the saloon
and its influences you will be so ap
palled that you must at least begin to
appreciate the value of prohibition as
an economic policy.
If you think it is not a business
question figure carefully on the annual
revenue derived from your saloons
and see how far it will go to meet
your losses of boys alone through the
criminal institutions which are fostered under the wing of the grog shop,
for I assert that the brewery is orig
inally, and the saloon is ultimately,
the spawning place for the gambler,

3, 1910.

H. H. DORMAN.
Ac tine- Master.
R. McCORD, Secretary.

ALAN

ARTHUR

Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
R. A. M.
Regular convocation second Monday of
each month at Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT. H. P.
SELIGMAN, Secretary.
Santa Fe Commandeiy No.
1, K. T. Regular conclave
fourth Monday in each
month at Masonic Hall at

7:30 p. m.

J.

W.

E. GRIFFIN,

A. MASSIE,

E. C.

Recorder.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
degree. Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening 1b
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cordially Invited to attend.
14th

JOHN W. MAYES, 32.

Venerable Master.

HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.

Secretary.
B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. B,
holds its regular session on the se
ond and fourth Wednesday of each
month. Visiting brothers are invited
'
and welcome.
J. D. SENA,

A.

J.

FISCHER,

Exalted Ruler.
Secretary.

KnTghts of Pythias.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
0. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visiting Knight's invited to attend.
AUGUST REINGARDT

C. C.

the prostitute, the robber, the
JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. 8.
and, finally, the murderer.
The gambling house and the house of
prostitution are so closejy allied with CHEAP
ROUND TRIP
the saloon that when the latter is comsz
pelled to move out of a community
tihe others must go with it as they
RATES
have done in our state.
Reason Says: Prohibition.
TO ALL POINTS VIA
Prohibition in Kansas is not the result of atmospheric conditions. "The
Pi
climate had nothing to do with it.
Ullll a
Reason was at the bottom of it all. It
was not brought about by fanatics but
Effective June 2nd. 1910
by sane, sober, patriotic folks who
had longer heads and more common ATLANTIC CITY
$74.05
sense than the average of the AmeriASBURY PARK
can people had at that time.
$73.70
It was not a new theory. It was as
BOSTON
old as the abuse of liquor. Eleven
$77.95
hundred years before Christ an em- CHICAGO
$50.35
peror of China decreed that all the
grape vines be pulled up by the roots DETROIT
$60.35
and burned to ashes. China has been
a sober nation ever since. Centuries HOT SPRINGS
$44.60
before Christ Lycurgus, the great law
$35.35
giver of his people, did precisely the KANSAS CITY
same thing in Greece.
The Cartha-genian- s ST LOUIS
$44.35
prohibited drinking in their
army 300 years before the Christian NEW YORK
$75.15
era. Draco, in his laws, made drunkenness a capital offense. All through
12 Hour
history you will find it and wherever
DAYLIGHT TRAINS
it was observed the nations became
greater and the people more virtuous.
BETWEEN
Prohibition is the doctrine of
The greatest crisis in a woman's life
Is when first she becomes a mother.
Kansas is simply protecting Its peoAll the physical strength of her
&
nature is demanded at such times, ple from the arch enemy of human
and it is necessary that her system happiness. Kansas homes are protectbe thoroughly prepared for the event, ed from an infinitely worse enemy to
Train Leaves Santa Fe 7:30
in order that her health be preserved society than the burglar. Prohibition
for future years. Mother's Friend has simply muzzled a brute that is
a. m. Daily.
is woman's safest reliance; it is a medicine for external use, composed of oils ten thousand times more vicious than
and other ingredients which assist nature in all necessary physical changes of a mad
For
information regarding freight
dog. It has only established a
the system. Its regular use before the coming of baby prepares the muscles
and tendons for the unusual strain, aids in expanding the skin and flesh fibres, quarantine against a plague more deand passenger rates etc. ca
and strengthens all the membranes and tissues. Mother's Friend lessens the pain structive than cholera. It has merely
cut out a useless expense that was
and danger at the crisis, and leaves
at city office, Laughlin Block
more burdensome on the people than
the mother in such healthful conall of the state and county taxes comdition that her recovery is always
or Phone 145.
f
bined,
rapid and natural. Mother's Friend
is sold at drug stores. Write for our
There is nothing radical or unreafree book for expectant mothers.
sonable in helping a weak man to
L.
wife-beate- r,

lew

ontrnl

Mexico

Ros-wel- l,

October

THE TIME:
THE PLACE

3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 1910

Albuquerque, New Mexico
THE OCCASION: NEW MEXICO

THE FIRST STATE

FAIR

AND

GRAND STATEHOOD CELEBRATION
SIX SOLID DAYS OP RECREATION,

INCLUDING

HIGH CLASS HARNESS AND RUNNING RACES
BASE BALL TOURNAMENT
TENNIS TOURNAMENT
GRAND MILITARY DISPLAY
FIRST ANNUAL DOG SHOW
GRAND RESOURCES EXPOSITION
Every species of new and Instructive amusement will be provided
Including

Fourteen

shows and sensational free acts.
Furnished by THE C. W. PARKER AMUSEMENT CO- -

J.

high-clas-

s

REDUCED RATES ON ALL RAILROADS
Write the Secretary for premium lists or other Information
B. O'RIELLY,
JOHN B. McMANUa
President.
Secretary.

Santa Fe

El Paso

.OTHERS

BBADFIELD EEGULATOR CO.,
Atlanta, Ga.

ft

H, GIBSON,

(Continued on Page Seven.)
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OPINION OF SUPREME COURT
testimony in the record to support
W. C. T. U. NOTES.
u
IN MICHAEL O'NEILL CASE. such finding, except the testimony of
W. A. Brown, the resident agent of
(Continued from Page Six)
the Consolidated Mining & Smelting
I
(Continued From Page Three.)
Company, and further contends that
carry his week's wages home to his IF I FAIL TO CURE ANY CANCER or TUMOR
HER ALMOST CRAZY wife on Saturday night; there is noth I TREAT BEFORE IT POISONS DEEP GLANDS
on or about August 5th, 1907, promis- W. A. Brown was a discredited wit-- ;
FOR RENT Furnished house, four
ed and agreed with the Consolidated ness before the court and as such, his
ing fanatical in enabling her to send WITHOUT KNIFE OR PAiN. VEGETABLE PLASTER rooms.
Inquire 303 Washington ave.
school
to
with good 5000 CURE3
her children to
any
Mining & Smelting Company through testimony was not entitled
i
TO:
SWORN
Minitts-j
Pain.
from
Settled
With
V. A.
Itching
clothes, good shoes and a good dinner Jucgat, Uwytrt, Doctort
Brown, its duly authorized weight. This case wag tried before
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and NW
fur- 11 a. m. Theme: "The Abiding."
Thousands, like you, have written to must be no more
to
er time, with the Consolidated Mining one of the claims so relocated. It
attempts
45
regulate
tell of the wonderful benefit Cardui has
ior League 7 p. m. Worship 7;
the cancer, it must be eradicated." ship 13 N., Range 9 E., N. M. P. Merithrough its ther appears that during the year p. m. Theme: "Why Labor Organiza- been to them.
& Smelting Company,
dian, has filed notice of Intention to
to
had
placed
No
1907
American
or
the
statesman
of
to
Company
otherwise,
good
prior
Traffic
Cardui contains no minerals, or other
agent, W. A. Brown,
re- tions are Bolting the Liquor
make final five year proof, to estabcharacter
national
and
will
no
AdIt
contains
do and perform the annual work upon Implicit confidence In O'Neill and
reputation
It."
glycerin
Stand
With
drugs.
powerful
that
and Parties
dare predict this nation or any free lish claim to the land above describingredients.
the six mining claims for the year lied upon him to do the assessment journed meeting of the quarterly con- or other mawlcish-tastin- g
TJ. S.
further shows
It is just a pure, natural extract, of government can long endure after the ed, before Register or Receiver,
1907, and in finding and holding that work. The evidence
will be held on Wednesday
at
N. M., on the
Land
6 ference
Office,
Santa
6
Fe,
been
and
notihave
that
4,
of
and
1903,
natural
ceases
time
herbs,
to
the
time
religion
spirit
years
that during
the appellant from
evening at 7:30. C. F. Lucas, pastor. found tovegetable the womanly functions to be the morality
regulate
controlling Influence in our 27th day of October, 1910.
fied the Consolidated Mining & Smelt- O'Neill had faithfully attended to the
Presbyterian.
and strengthen the female system.
Claimant names a witnesses:
been
A.
and no man of reputation
national
W.
had
and
paid
life,
assessment
Its
work
m.
Chris
a.
agent
9:45
at
school
through
Sabbath
ing Company,
All druggists sell Cardui.
dis- Felix Montonya, Nestor Arabe, Marcos
and
can
charncter
work
such
successfully
that
therefor.
m.
Preach
6:45
at
or
otherwise,
p.
Brown,
tian Endeavor
all of
pute the fact that tlhe saloon and Its Gonzales, Pascual Vianneva,
In Vol. 1 Llndley on Mines, (1st ing service at 11 a. m. and 7:45 p. m. See yours about it.
was being done, or that any ot sucn
the gambling house, the Kennedy, N. M.
M
held:
work had been done.
D.nu, m. ifltM kAvfwm Dent. Chltra. accessories
Ed.), Sec. 407, It Is
bv Rev. G. R. Money, prayer meet- nootaMerHdneC'o.,Chattanooga,.Tcnrt,fprSpio!
MANUEL R. OTERO,
house of
and the professional
c
In discussing this finding ot fact the "An agent, trustee or other persons lng wednesday evening at 7:45 o'clock Instructions,
book, Home ireatmeni
....
most destructive ene- OO nHUULw
are
U
the
criminal
in nia'm - iirranitff.
I
Register.
no holding confidential relations wita everyone welcome,
was
aw.
"
there
that
viii'
it,
"
contends
mh
"
appellant
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They need it, for vehicle and halted the mules for an in- and' action of the people generally and
the assorting of letters and the reg- stant, only to sway them to one side not the mere ephemeral ideas of any
istering of letters and handling of with an irresistable force and pin temporary members or the sudden
money orders, is a tiresome task. them down as some of our party were passions of any injured or distressed
(Continued From Haflo two.)
Several of us managed to class. And if the measure so initiatSee It It's in Fischer's Drug Store Therefore, lets all hope the boys at pinned
dresthe
will
ladies'
out
Monday
of the surrey, or we were ed is submitted tentatively to the leghandsome
fishing
go
that
postoffice
jump
window,
ser to be given away at the Elks, and enjoy it. The general delivery thrown out, but Mrs. Bailey, her islative branch of the government one
window will be open from 9 to 10 a. daughter and her mother, Mrs. Sloan, will find another check that is worth
Wednesday, September 21.
Are You Interested in Shoes? If m. Monday and the other windows were unable to make their escape, and while. I am sir,
J. STAAB.
you are, read the advertisement of will be closed. There will be one were' badly bruised all over. The
- t
FLOLR
1910.
DIAMOND
30,
in
one
collection
the
and
which
August
In
city.
issue
in
this
moans of the injured quickly brought
delivery
the Big Store
Moral
orders
in
exBuy your money
Mr. Salmon Is offering big values,
andj assistance, and Mrs. Bailey was
send your registered letters today. ! tracted while some one was sent to a
Your kidney trouble may be of long
shoes of all sizes, for all people.
El Paso Hunters Must Be Licensed tarm house to
It may be either acute or
Mrs. Morley is Better Sylvanus G.
standing,
cot"
a
get
Deputy Game Warden E. E. Ehle of
Mot ley, his wife, Mrs. Morley, nd his
chronic, but whatever it is Foley's
two sisters have returned from the Las Cruces, reports that many comNn BETTER FLOUR AT ANY PRICE. WITH
Remedy willt aid you to get rid of it
SOCIAL
Rito de los Frijoles canon where the plaints are coming to his office from
EACH SACK YOU BUY YOU GET A GUESS AT
quickly and restore your natural
ANDJERSOll
health and vteor. "One bottle of Fo
THE WEIGHT OPTHE BIG SACK IN OUR SHOW
archaeological school has been in residents in the lower end of Dona
summer session. Mrs. Money is re- Ana county, to the effect that hunters
ley's Kidney Remdey made me well,"
WINDOW WHICH WEIGHS BETWEEN 500 AND
From Page Plve
(Continued
said J. Sibbull, of Grand View, Wis.
sprained from El Paso are coming into that
covering from a severely
1000 POUNDS. THE ONE GUESblMG THE
to a fall from a hammock tion hunting doves and quail. The
due
Commence
taking it now. The Capital
at
ON
THE
BIG
D.
SACK
entertained
SEPT.
S.
Lowitzki
Mrs.
GETS
NEAREST
25th
'
1uaU season is not yet open and vio- some days ago.
her Pharmacy.
at
afternon
cards
we
and
refund
will
take
it
back
Wednesday
this
cheerfully
Hour,
you
inlators of the game law will be
Try
In junction Suit Over Crops An
home on Washington avenue. The
money if not entirely satisfactory.
suit was filed in the district cuted. The New Mexico game law
with
shall house was prettily decorated
office today, H. S. Cooper be- - so requires that
sweet peas and chrysanthemums. The
which
a
take
Ivie
out
J.
and
license,
ing the plaintiff and Joseph
Ho. L
was 500 and the prize
F. ANDREWS
flue JO. 4.
Elizabeth A, Ivie the defendants. The costs $5 for bird shooting. Most of game played
MONEY AND METALS.
winners were Mrs. McFie, first prize,
plaintiff wishes to have the Ivies .re- the El Paso people who are hunting
New York, Sept. 3. Lead and copThe
second
and
Mrs.
prize.
Garrett,
strained from harvesting a crop and In the territory have not obtained
unchanged, no
per dull, nominally
wants also $1,000 damages. The suit' such license and steps will at once be guests were Mesdames Jaffa, McFie, quotations.
TownRenehan. Shea. Snitz. Rolls.
" taken to
is brought in San Juan county.
apprehend violators.
I3S.
GRAIN. PORK. LARTJ AND
In Jail for Assault
A
E. L. Thomp-dea- l send, Baca, Gibson, Bean, Goutchey,
Dec.
111., Sept. 3
Wheat
Big Land Deal at Las Cruces
Chicago,
B.
I.
R.
H.
Hanna,
LAST WEEK
was closed by which D. H. Trent son, formerly employed at the Park Smith, Diaz, Miller,
"lit!
108
103
May
Woods, Garrett,
Newhall,
Hanna,
a
sold to F. H. Lindsey the former Car-- hotel Las Cruces, called at that
Corn Dec. 75
Woodruff, Carruth, Catron, La van,
OF
property on the Camino Real, telry and entered into an argument
Oats Dec. 46
May 39
LowitzJ.
Grimshaw,
Hayward,
Pratt,
near Las Cruces, the price paid being with the manager, Harry Jones, over
OUR
and
Friedman
L.
Misses
Lowitzki;
The property Includes the wages which Thompson alleged were ki,
$45,000.
Pork Oct. $20.63; Jan. $18.75.
Owing to the prcat demand for these goods which have exceeded our ex
Carrera ranch home, four new con- - aue i,im. During the argument which Bean, of this city, and Miss Barney,
we have decided through a special request from many who were
Lard Oct, $12.25; Jan. $10.75.
v pectations,
of
Los
uname mauena last weeK's bate, tocontinue our Kazor sale loronemore
Angeles.
a
fine
and
orchard, ensued, a knife and pistol made their
crete block houses
Ribs Oct. $11.90; Jan. $9.80.
week. We still have on hand a good assortment ot all the leading brands,
The new owner came to New Mexico appearance and at the finish Thomp-- i
Your Choice
Wade & Butcher No. 150
Ben riur No. 107
WOOL MARKET
f
about three weeks ago.
Woitenholm I. X. L. No. 148 Lewi. No. 1 05
son got away witn several cuts on his
ley
THE FORUM.
St.. Louis, Mo., Sept. 3
Wool, unWostenholm Pipe No. 149
Brandt No. lOO
f fcf 4 C. each
n
Cave-Iover
Less
his clothes,
Crushed to Death by
head and blood all
Blue Steel No. 117 worth $2.50
Roger Razor No. 11S
western mediand
changed;
territory
Also a few very high priced razors highly polished, and elaborthan a minute after he was warned, Jones swore out a warrant against
(Continued from Page Four.)
ums, 1823; fine mediums,
1820;
ately finished, to go at half price.
and as he was departing from the him on the charge of assault with
I
No. 1 1 1, $1.47
Brandt No. 115, $1.77
$3.50
fine, 1417.
t3.00 Brandt
Brandt No. 112, $1.97 I $4.50 Brandt No. 1 10, $2.17
from the tent to kill and the case was heard ted States such as: "No state shall
crushed
was
life
LIVESTOCK.
Brandt's Best No. 119, regular price $5.00, our price $2.97 each
All razors are full hollow ground and set ready for use.
body of Domato Salse in a ditch in before Justice of the Peace Manuel
pass any bill, of attainder
Kansas
City,
Sept. 3. Cattle ReWe will also keep on selling for another week the celebrated
which he was digging near the South- Lopez in Precinct 20. After hearing facto law, or law impairing the obli300.
Native
Market
steady.
ceipts
western Portland cement plant west the testimony of three witnesses Jus-- ' gation of contracts, etc.," and as steers $4.758.25;
BRANDT
RAZOR STROPS
southern steers
Oc-- ;
1
work-13
fellow
over
to
of
the
there
Efforts
.him
bound
Paso.
any
El
tice
be
of
which are sold and advertised everywhere at $2. Our price 97c. each
Lopez
; controlling
theyrwill
$3.757.25; southern cows $7.25
The Brandt
Razor Strop will put a smoother, keener
men to rescue the man were prompt tober term of the grand Jury In the necessity for repetition?
4.25; native cows and heifers $2.60
edge on your razor, with fewer strokes, than any other stroo on the
sum of $500. Failing to produce this
but unsuccessful.
Siarket
A few words on the question of the 6.75; stockers and feeders $36.25;
Guaranteed never to become hard or glouy. Mail order? filled.
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY,
calves $48.50;
Beans at Las Cruces Killing Horses amount or its equivalent In security, initiative. The writer does not believe bulls $3.254.25;
V.J
The Rexall Store.
Ranchers and farmers in the Mesil- - Thompson is now staying at the coun-l- it is sound pQlicy or good government western steers $4.507.25; western
to anfend a constitution by this means. cows $2.755.25.
valley have lost a large number of ty jail.
$2.00 Razor Homes 97c.
To place the initiative above the conhorses, death being caused by too
Market
Hogs
Receipts 1,500.
Mail Order
stitution is to relegate the latter to five to ten higher. Bulk $9.409.65;
many mesquite beans. The crop tin is
of
or
one
rent
&
Bean
have
Filled
Mayes
to
mere
be
laws
constantly heavy $9.309.50; packers $9.459.65,
tuau i,
t,
'",best store rooms in Santa Fe. Splen- - changed by .subject
the whim of the people light $9.609.70. Sheep none.
many years, and on account of the did location.
show windows.
Fine
without that deliberative thought or
scarcity of grass, the animals have Good basement. Rent reasonable.
Chicago, Sept. 3. Cattle Receipts
action which is so essential in fram- 400.
Notice For Publication,
Simeon Vlvash, Romulo Lopez, Mar- eaten large quantities of the beans.
Market steady. Beeves $4.90
The
enactments.
numbered
are
constitutional
animals
valuable
Some
M.
ing
tin, all of Pecos, N.
Texas steers $3.756; western
8.40;
;
great-us
in
see
about
of
constituthe
and
Come
old method
amending the
MANUEL R. OTERO,
among those which have been killed, j
Department of the Interior,
feedoffered in unimprov-- ' tion is safe and is rarely, if ever, steers $4.507.35; stockers and
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Register
Big Meeting Tonight
Republicans,! est bargain ever
cows
and
heifers
ers
$2.50
$4.706.25;
united and harmonious, will meet to-- ; ed real estate in Santa Fe. Mayes & found wanting.
6.60; calves $79.50.
August 15, 1910.
Again, to avoid factional and secnight at the court house for a big Bean.
When Merit Wins
Market
.Forest Reserve. 03857 Not Coal..
mass meeting in the interests of tlie
tional quarrels and discriminating the fiveHogs ten Receipts 6,000.
higher. Light $9.159.75;
Notice is hereby given that Emery
Whojthe medicine you take cures Republicans nominated for delegates THREE INJURED IN ACCI-yoinitiative should only be effective up- mixedto
$8.759.65; heavy $8.608.85;
disease; tones up your system t th constitutional convention. Able;
C. Arnold, of Pecos. N. M.. who on
DENT NEAR BUCKMAN. on a demand by at least
good to choice
$8.608.85;
rough
makes
feel
and
ad-- ;
you
stronger
better,
or
if
to
counties
selected
not
enof
the
been
all,
po
August 26, 1904, made homestead
speakers have
pigs
$8.859.45;
$8.609.50;
heavy
more
and
than
before,
Gover-inat
vigorous
j
litical subdivisions of the state. The
dress tne meeting, and include
(Continued From Page One)
try (Serial 03857), No. 8044, for SE.
bulk $8.909.30.
i is what Foley Kldney pills do for T0U'
'NW.
nor Mills, H. O. Bursum, A. B. Rene-- j
NW.
Oregon plan in this and other particuE
SW.
ackacbe headache, han an(i others. It is to be a rousing the bridge and had the reins in his lars is absolutely subversive to sound
SW.
Section 11, Township 17 N., in a11 cases of
;
so and sane, calm and deliberate action
Range 12 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has nervousness loss or appetite, sieep-- meeting ana every one interested in hand. The accident happened
filed notice of intention to make final lessness and a general weakness that the party's success should turn out. quickly that it is hard to describe it. of the people.
kid-- j
Numbers for the Handsome Prize The first thing I knew we were going
A higher percentage of legal voters
five year proof, to establish claim to is caused by any disorder of the
,
the land above described, before Reg- neys or bladder. The Capital Phar-- t0 De given away at the Elk's, will be j over the bridge and suddenly there to initiate this measure is also an esi
ister and Receiver, at Santa Fe, N. M., macy.
given away nightly starting Tuesday, waa an awful thud. Our carriage had sential safeguard. Let the percent,'
,.
struck bottom, yes sir,
on the 13th day of October, 1910.
age be substantial so that it may repSeptember 6.
A huge resent in a true sense the deliberate
truth as well as slang.
Postoffice Closed Monday As Mon-!iClaimant names as witnesses:
If you want anything on earth try
Charles Closson, Santa Fe, N. M.; a New Mexican Want Ad
day is Labor Day, the postal officials boulder had caught the wheel of the calm and determined public opinion
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WITH THE BIG SHOE

HOW ABOUT IT?

DEPARTMENT

i

.

4

W

let us fit you in a pair of
Winter Shoes if you are prompt
ly and politely waited upon, rightly
fitted and you get the best style your
price will purchase. If you get the
utmost comfort that can be put into a
shoe and have the guarantee of straight-ou- t
shoe house to have any complaint
no matter how slight, promptly satisfied
and to know you get a dollars worth for
every dollar you pay. Won't that sa'ill vou

just received a large shipment of
FLORSMEIM SHOES which we are

SPECIAL SALE

One Week Only
$6 00 and $6 50

i
!

Regular price $5.00
under this sale take your choice for a

Bffi
$5.00
ever had on your foot
the best shoe

you
and it will give you more satisfaction
than any other shoe made.

S FOR YOUNG
1

We ask young men to call for a look at the Swagger Styles,
$3.00 $3 50 or $4 00 and every shoe a prize.

SIZES

1

D

1

IN

Young'men Who like swell Shoes can find here the seasons best. The new toes slightly narrow are the
thing. We have them in several styles, some buttons, some lace, some blucher cut patent kid & calf j-

ILL

iXi

"e

offering

tisfy yoti?
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